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Arkansas occupied a key position in the Confederate

Trans-Mississippi Department. It offered a gateway for Con-

federate troops to move north and secure Missouri for the

Confederacy, or for Union troops to move south towards Texas

and Louisiana. During the war, Union and Confederate armies

moved back and forth across the state engaging in numerous

encounters.

This paper is a year by year study of those encounters

and engagements occurring in Arkansas between 1861 and 1865.

Emphasis is necessarily placed on the significant campaigns

and engagements. Actions which occurred in adjacent states

but which militarily affected Arkansas are also discussed.

The majority of the material was compiled from the Official

Records.
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CHAPTER I

SECESSION AND THE FIRST TEST

In the summer and fall of 1860, the attention of the

slave states and the nation as a whole was focused on the

coming presidential election. Arkansas, as a slave state,

would soon have to choose between secession or remaining

in the Union. Arkansas was a rural state with Little Rock,

the capital, as the largest city with only 3,727 citizens.1

One-fourth of the state's population consisted of slaves.2

There was little manufacturing and the predominant occupation

was farming.

Arkansas was divided both geographically and politi-

cally between the northwest and southeast sections of the

state. The northwest section was mountainous and sparsely

populated. The farmers of this section raised mainly the

cereal grains and livestock. There was little slavery, and

the people were Unionists for the most part. The southeast

part of the state was a lowlands, marshy area where the

principal rivers flowed into the Mississippi River. This

lJames L. Cox, "Confederate Arkansas: A Study in
State Politics" (M.A. thesis, North Texas State University,
1971), p. 3.

2David Y. Thomas, Arkansas in War and Reconstruction,
1861-1874 (Little Rock: Central Printing Company, 1926),
p. 12.

1
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was the center of cotton production, slavery, and seces-

sionism in Arkansas.3

Politics at the local level were in a state of turmoil

in the summer of 1860. The dominant political coalition of

the Conway and Johnson families was successfully challenged

that summer. In August, Henry M. Rector became the first

governor elected in several years without the support of

this group.4 After the campaign, Rector would promote seces-

sion, as would the two new congressmen, Thomas C. Hindman

and E. W. Gantt, who were also anti-Conway-Johnson candidates.5

Due to the existing political struggle between the

opposing factions for control of the Democratic Party, it

was unclear whom Arkansas would support in the coming national

nomination conventions. At the several national conventions

held by the Democratic Party and the National Constitutional

Union Party (a newly formed third party), dual slates of

delegates arrived from Arkansas.

When the results of the presidential election were

announced, 28,732 Arkansans had voted for John C. Breckin-

ridge, the candidate of the southern wing of the Democratic

Party. John Bell, who ran as the standard-bearer of the

National Constitutional Union Party, received 20,094; and

3Cox, p. 1; Thomas, pp. 12-31.

4 Cox, p. 17.

5 Jack B. Scroggs, "Arkansas in the Secession Crisis,"
Arkansas Historical Quarterly 12(1953) :183-184.
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Stephen A. Douglas collected only 5,227.6 Even though

Breckinridge received slightly more than 3,000 votes over

the combined total of his two challengers, his edge did not

represent a decision by the people of Arkansas for secession.

The Republican candidate, Abraham Lincoln, received no

votes from the state of Arkansas; yet none were needed.

Lincoln had been elected by the states of the North and

Northeast. Worst of all, in the eyes of the South, he was

a threat to slavery. South Carolina was the first to act,

seceding on 20 December 1860. The movement towards civil

war had started. By February, Mississippi, Florida, Alabama,

Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas joined South Carolina in seces-

sion. These seven states comprised the deep South. Arkansas,

Virginia, Tennessee, and North Carolina comprised the upper

South, and they would be called upon next to choose.

Arkansas was valuable to both North and South. If

Arkansas remained in the Union, Missouri secessionists would

be cut off from the South. Federal troops could protect

Arkansas citizens from the hostile Indians to the west in

the Indian Territory. Loyal Indians could continue to re-

ceive aid via the Arkansas River. Finally, Arkansas could

be used as a base for invasion of Texas and Louisiana. If

Arkansas seceded and joined the Confederacy, Missouri seces-

sionists would have a means of supply and a base from which

6Thomas, p. 39.
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to fight back if they were driven from Missouri. A stronger

grip could be placed on the Mississippi River, further ob-

structing its use to the North. Arkansas would be joining

the other slave states, with which its people had a common

heritage.

The road to secession in Arkansas was started not by

its people clamoring for justice or freedom from the oppres-

sors to the north, but rather, by its politicians. Starting

in November with the governor's inaugural address, orators

supporting union or disunion attempted to persuade the

people and the legislature to their respective viewpoints.

In February 1861, an ordinance was passed by the legislature

instructing the governor to hold an election for a state

convention. The convention was to determine what course

Arkansas should follow in the current crisis.7

The voting that took place for calling the convention

and choosing the delegates could again scarcely be called a

mandate for secession. A majority of nearly two to one

voted for calling the convention. However, vote totals for

delegates revealed a majority of union men were elected.

The convention met in Little Rock on 4 March, but by the

time of its adjournment seventeen days later, little had

been accomplished. It was agreed to let the people decide

by a popular referendum to be held in August whether Arkansas

7Scroggs, pp. 193-206; Cox, pp. 19-22.
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should secede or remain in the Union. After the referendum,

the convention would reassemble and abide by the outcome.8

The oratory and rallies commenced again, attempting to

sway the people. Outside events would outweigh all the

oratory by both sides, however. The firing on Fort Sumter

and Lincoln's subsequent call for troops would push four

more states into the fold of the Confederacy.

When news reached Little Rock of the first victory of

southern arms, Lincoln's request for 780 men from Arkansas

soon followed. These men were part of 75,000 called for by

Lincoln to help quell the rebellion and restore federal

authority. The secessionist element would use the call for

troops to aid their cause. Governor Rector sent troops to

secure the arsenal at Fort Smith, and the convention was

reconvened by its president, David Walker.9 On 7 May, Walker

telegraphed to Jefferson Davis, the president of the Con-

federate States of America, that Arkansas had seceded the

day before.1 0 Arkansas had cast its lot with the Confederacy.

Before the secession ordinance was passed, actions by

the governor and many citizens had already aided the

8 Scroggs, pp. 209-215.

9 Ibid., pp. 219-222.

1 David Walker to Jefferson Davis, 7 May 1861, R. N. Scott
et al., eds., War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the
Official Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, 130 vols.
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1880-1901), 1st ser.,
53:677 (hereafter cited as O.R.).
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Confederacy. As early as January, military stores had been

captured near Napoleon on the Arkansas River.1 1 Looking

for an excuse or reason to begin the process of secession,

Rector used the reinforcement of the United States arsenal

at Little Rock. On 6 February, Rector demanded that Captain

James Totten surrender the arsenal to the state government

and that no supplies or arms be removed. Totten asked for

time to consult with Washington, but the governor only in-

creased the pressure. By 8 February, Totten acceded to

Rector.1 2 Arkansas now had a supply of weapons to arm troops

if it decided to secede.

More seizures of federal supplies and posts occurred

following the surrender of Fort Sumter. On 21 April, com-

missary stores at Pine Bluff were seized; two days later the

post at Fort Smith, after its abandonment by federal troops,

was occupied by state troops.1 3 In April, Rector had also

been contacted by the Secretary of War of the Confederacy

concerning the establishment of a battery on the Mississippi

1 1Report of Major Justus McKinstry of the seizure of
United States ordinance stores at Napoleon, Arkansas, 12
February 1861, ibid., 1:646-647.

1 2 Report of Captain James Totten of the seizure of the
United States Arsenal at Little Rock, Arkansas, 29 January-
12 February 1861, ibid., pp. 638-646.

1 3Report of Captain William W. Burns of the seizure of
subsistence stores at Pine Bluff, Arkansas, 21 April 1861,
ibid., p. 647; report of Major Richard C. Gatlin of the
seizure of Fort Smith, Arkansas, 24 April 1861, ibid.,
pp. 650-652.
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River near Helena, to which Rector agreed.1 4 Arkansas was

even requested to send troops to Virginia for service in the

Confederate army, but Rector had to decline until the con-

vention could meet and pass an ordinance of secession.1 5

Numerous citizens, however, raised regiments, companies, and

various military units for service in the -Confederate cause.

Following the passage of the secession ordinance, the

convention did not adjourn until 3 June. The convention ad-

ministered the affairs of the state. Its most important

actions were the creation of the military board and the

organization of a military corps. The state was divided into

two units, and a brigadier general was appointed for each

unit. A major general was to be the overall commander of the

military corps. The military board was to oversee all matters

pertaining to the defense of the state. Both measures were

meant to put Arkansas on a wartime footing.1 6

Arkansas was now a member of the new southern nation.

Preparations were made for the transfer of supplies and

troops to the Confederate government, and the necessary ad-

justments were being made in the political sector as well.

1 4L. P. Walker to Henry Rector, 17 April 1861, ibid.,
pp. 685-686; Henry Rector to L. P. Walker, 23 April 1861,
ibid., p. 687.

15L. P. Walker to Henry Rector, 22 April 1861, ibid.,
p. 687; Henry Rector to L. P. Walker, 23 April 1861, ibid.

16 Cox, pp. 33-35.
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Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, Missouri, and the Indian

Territory soon became known as the Trans-Mississippi West.

Missouri was the prize the Confederacy now sought as it was

the only remaining slave state west of the Mississippi River

not in the Confederacy. Agriculture was the leading occu-

pation in Missouri as in Arkansas. More importantly,

Missouri out produced the other states of the Trans-Mississippi

combined in such important crops as the cereal grains, corn,

and hemp--all products that were needed to feed and supply

an army.1 7

The first major military test faced by Confederate

Arkansas would be in Missouri rather than Arkansas. By the

summer of 1861, fighting in Missouri was intense between the

secessionist state guard under Major General Sterling Price

and the Union troops under Brigadier General Nathaniel Lyon.

Lyon had successfully pushed Price and the secessionist

Governor Claibourne Jackson back towards the southwest corner

of the state. Ben McCulloch was in command of the Confed-

erate forces in northwest Arkansas. He watched the events

in Missouri closely but declined to enter that state until

the movements of Lyon could be ascertained for certain.

When it was determined that Lyon and other Union troops

were concentrating at and fortifying Springfield, Missouri,

1 7 Robert L. Kerby, Kirby Smith's Confederacy the.
Trans-Mississippi South, 1863-1865 (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1972),, p. 8.
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McCulloch decided to move, join forces with Price, and at-

tempt to destroy Lyon at Springfield.1 8

Upon arriving and joining forces with Price near

Springfield, a disagreement between Price and McCulloch

occurred as to who should command. Although McCulloch was

only a brigadier general, Price turned over command to him

since he was in the regular Confederate service, and Price

did not hold a commission with the regular army. McCulloch

estimated his forces at 5,300 infantry, 6,000 cavalry, and

15 pieces of artillery.1 9

General Lyon reported to Major General Frdimont from the

Springfield area at the beginning of August that the enemy

was moving towards him in force. If circumstances warranted

it, he would have to retire.2 0 The two armies, both of

which were untried in major battle, were slowly moving towards

one another.

McCulloch marched his troops in three columns towards

Springfield. Lyon wished to wait until McCulloch was within

two days marching time and attack the strongest column first,

although he was numerically weaker, then turn on the other

1 8 Ben McCulloch to Sterling Price, 15 July 1861, O.R.,
1st ser., 3:608; Ben McCulloch to L. P. Walker, 18 July
1861, ibid., pp. 610-612.

19 Reports of Brigadier General Ben McCulloch with orders
and proclamation of Wilson's Creek, 12 August 1861, ibid.,
p. 4.

20 Report of Brigadier General Nathaniel Lyon of opera-
tions 5-9 August, 9 August 1861, ibid., p. 57.
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two if successful. When Lyon attempted to carry out his

plan, the opposing forces simply withdrew to what appeared

to be a stronger position. Lyon decided to retire back

towards Springfield and await further movements by the enemy.21

By 9 August, the Confederate army was camped just ten

miles from Springfield on Wilson's Creek. Lyon called an

officer's meeting that night to formulate a battle plan.

The commanding general proposed to split his forces between

himself and Colonel Sigel. Lyon would attack the enemy's

left flank while Sigel would take his troops and attack the

right. The attack was set for the next morning.2 2 Meantime,

the Confederate commander had also decided to attack. He

decided to assault Springfield at four different points at

daylight on 10 August.2 3 Both armies were to begin night

marches and arrive at their designated positions by daybreak.

An early morning rainstorm delayed the Confederates, and it

would be the Union forces that attacked first.

By 5:00 a.m., Lyon's forces were engaged with the enemy

all along their front. Sigel was suppose to begin his at-

tack when he heard the firing from Lyon's assault. However,

little was heard from the German officer, other than a few

artillery rounds, until well into the morning. By mid-morning

2 1Report of Major John M. Schofield of operations, 1-14August, 20 August 1861, ibid., pp. 57-60.

2 2 Ibid., p. 60.

2 3 Report of McCulloch, ibid., p. 104.
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"every available battalion was now brought into action, and

the battle raged with unabated fury for more than an hour. . .

There were constant charges and counter-charges as the untried

soldiers became veterans. It began to appear as if Lyon's

forces were going to triumph. The only discordant note was

the death of General Lyon early in the fighting. Around

11:00 a.m., troops were seen approaching from the direction

of Sigel's proposed line of assault. They were allowed to

come too close before it was learned they were southern rather

than northern boys. The battle began anew, and the slaughter

on both sides continued. Several units in Lyon's army ran

low on ammunition, and the Confederate attack continued in

its persistence. At 11:30 a.m., the order was given for the

Union troops to retire towards Springfield.2 4 When the

northern troops arrived at Springfield, the fate of Sigel

was learned.

Colonel Sigel arrived at his appointed position and

awaited for Lyon to begin the attack. He heard the firing

from the north around 5:30 a.m. and commenced to fire his

artillery into the enemy camp in his front. The few rounds

that were fired completely scattered the sleeping troops.

Sigel then decided to march toward Lyon. Before he had

proceeded any great distance, he met a number of troops re-

tiring in his direction. He concluded that this was the

24 Report of Schofield, ibid., pp. 60-64.
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enemy returning before Lyon's successful attack. He pro-

ceeded to post his men across the suspected line of retreat.

The firing he had heard to the north all morning ceased

around 8:30 a.m., and Sigel felt sure that Lyon had been

successful and would be pursuing the defeated foe. His men,

like Lyon's, were confused by the color of the uniform of

the approaching troops.2 5 Instead of friends, it was

McCulloch and a portion of his army. It was too late to

resist, and Sigel's forces were quickly routed and defeated.

Sigel managed to save a portion of his men and retired

towards Springfield.26

McCulloch had delayed the start of his march on Spring-

field due to a rainstorm. While "still hesitating" the next

morning, Lyon decided McCulloch's movements for him.

McCulloch reported that the attack began simultaneously at

5:30 a.m. on both flanks. While the Missourians held the

left and center, McCulloch gathered all available troops to

repel Sigel's attack on the right flank. Sigel was quickly

routed by Arkansas and Louisiana troops, and now McCulloch

turned his full attention to Lyon. In repeated attacks the

2 5 The uniforms of the Confederate army never achieved
the standardized patterns and colors of the Union army.
This was especially true for Confederate forces west of the
Mississippi River.

2 6 Report of Colonel Franz Sigel, 18 August 1861, O.R.,
1 ser., 3:86-88.
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Confederate troops under McCulloch forced the Union troops

from the field and back to Springfield.2 7

The Union forces returned to Springfield and from there

they continued on to Rolla, their supply base. The battle

of Wilson's Creek,2 8 coupled with the disaster at Bull Run,

only added another blow to Union prestige. Conversely,

southern morale climbed to new heights and convinced the

southern people of the righteousness of their fight.2 9

Wilson's Creek resulted in a frightful toll of lives

lost and soldiers wounded. The Army of the West commanded

by Lyon lost some 223 killed, 721 wounded, and 291 were

reported missing.30 McCulloch lost nearly an equal total

with 265 killed, 800 wounded, and 30 missing.3 1 The war

would not be quickly over as so many had predicted. As in

the East, the war was just beginning in the West.

Price followed the Union troops, attempting to impede

their retreat and take as much of the state as he could for

27 Report of McCulloch, ibid., pp. 104-106.

2 8The battlefields and engagement sites of the Civil
War were often known by and reported by several names. The
most used or best known names will be employed in this paper.

2 9 Albert Castel, General Sterling Price and the Civil
War in the West (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1968) , pp. 46--47.

3 0 Report of Major S. D. Sturgis with enclosure of returnof casualties of the Army of the West (Union), at the battle
of Wilson's Creek, Missouri, 20 August 1861, O.R., 1st ser.,
3: 72.

3 1 Report of McCulloch, ibid., p. 106.
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the Confederacy. He moved as far north on the Missouri

River as Lexington. McCulloch, meanwhile, returned to

Arkansas after Wilson's Creek to rest and try to reorganize

his troops.

The first real test for Arkansas troops and Confederate

troops west of the Mississippi River occurred at Wilson's

Creek. The battle helped protect and defend Arkansas from

Union invasion in 1861. Arkansas would remain relatively

untouched by the war for the remainder of 1861. There was

some protest from pro-Union citizens in north and northwest

Arkansas who formed "peace societies." They were quickly

subdued by loyal southern citizens and often with the help

of the local militia. 3 2

3 2See Ted R. Worley, "The Arkansas Peace Society of
1861: A study in Mountain Unionism," Journal of Southern
History 24 (1955) :445-456.



CHAPTER II

INVASION FROM THE NORTH

As 1861 came to a close, the North and the South were

divided into military districts, departments, and divisions

by their respective governments. Arkansas was placed in the

Trans-Mississippi District of Department No. 2 of the Con-

federacy. The Trans-Mississippi District included Arkansas,

Louisiana (north of the Red River), the Indian Territory,

and Missouri (west of the Saint Francis River). Albert

Sidney Johnston commanded Department No. 2, and Earl Van Dorn

was in charge of the newly created Trans-Mississippi Dis-

trict.1 The Union command placed Arkansas in the Department

of the Missouri under the command of Major General Henry W.

Halleck.2

In the fall of 1861, Major General Sterling Price was

busy in Missouri trying to win as much territory and as many

people as he could to the Confederate cause. It was, however,

1 Special Orders No. 8, Adjutant and Inspector General's
Office (Richmond), 10 January 1862, R. N. Scott et al., eds.,War of the Rebellion: a Compilation of the Official Records
of the Union and Confederate Armies, 130 vols. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1880-1901), 1st ser., 8:734
(hereafter cited as O.R.).

2General Orders No. 97, Adjutant General's Office
(Washington), 9 November 1861, ibid., 3:567.

16
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an almost fruitless endeavor. As one Confederate officer

observed, Price's move to the Missouri River in the late

fall and winter without support was tantamount to madness.

The enemy could concentrate troops behind him and the roads

were almost impassable for wagons and artillery.3 Eventually,

Price was forced to fall back to the Arkansas border, and by

the end of December, he controlled only the southwest corner

of Missouri.

On Christmas Day, General Halleck appointed Brigadier

General Samuel Curtis to command the Southwestern District

of Missouri.4 Curtis received orders to push Price and his

fellow rebels back into Arkansas and free Missouri from their

menace. Curtis arrived at Rolla, Missouri, on 27 December,

and immediately sent word that Price had a five day start,

but he planned to take up the pursuit.5 The movement thus

began that would eventually end in the first large scale

engagement in Arkansas and the first significant defeat of

southern arms west of the Mississippi River.

With Curtis at Rolla, Price began sending urgent

letters to Arkansas for the Confederate forces stationed

there to come north and help him against this Union threat.

3 James McIntosh to Samuel Cooper, 14 December 1861,
ibid., 8:712-713.

4 Special Orders No. 92, Department of the Missouri,25 December 1861, ibid., p. 462.

5 Samuel R. Curtis to J. C. Kelton, 27 December 1861,
ibid., p. 469.
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Price occupied Springfield, Missouri, and Curtis made

Springfield his first objective. Curtis did not begin his

"pursuit" until the end of January, and his forces did not

enter Springfield until 12 February 1862.6 His slow and

careful hunt of Price continued to push the Confederate

forces nearer the Arkansas line.

Earl Van Dorn arrived at Pocahontas, Arkansas, to assume

command of the Trans-Mississippi District on 29 January 1862.7

He boasted of raising an army in excess of 30,000 men, and

hoped to relieve Albert Sidney Johnston in Kentucky by in-

vading Missouri and seizing St. Louis.8 Unfortunately for

Van Dorn, Curtis invaded first, and Van Dorn's plans had to

be laid aside.

Curtis crossed the Arkansas state line around the mid-

dle of February. Several small engagements took place with

Price's rear guard at or near Patts' Hill, Sugar Creek, and

Bentonville, all in northwest Arkansas.9 These engagements

6 Samuel R. Curtis to J. C. Kelton, 12 February 1862,
ibid., pp. 553-554.

7 General Orders No. 1, Trans-Mississippi District,
29 January 1862, ibid., pp. 745-746.

8 Earl Van Dorn to Sterling Price, 14 February 1862,
ibid., pp. 750-752.

9 Report of Lieutenant Colonel Clark Wright of action
at Patts' Hill, Sugar Creek, Arkansas, 16 February 1862,ibid., pp. 60-61; report of Brigadier General Samuel R.Curtis of action at Sugar Creek, Arkansas, 18 February 1862,ibid., p. 61; report of Brigadier General Samuel R. Curtis
of action at Bentonville, Arkansas, 21 February 1862, ibid.,
p. 62.
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were merely rear guard actions by Price hoping to slow or

stop Curtis' advance.

On 23 February, Curtis' forces seized Fayetteville,

Arkansas, the largest town in the area.1 0 Not all of the

citizens were sorry to see the Union troops come. Northwest

Arkansas had long supported the Union, and many of the in-

habitants welcomed the so called invaders. William Baxter,

the president of Arkansas College at Fayetteville, remarked

Soon the main body of troops under General Asboth,
rode into town. Their appearance, when contrasted
with that of the legion of Price, who preceded them,
was magnificent; and, indeed, apart from any compari-
son, they were a noble body of men . . ., and we all
felt glad in the thought that we should never again
be left among our enemies, but that they would press
on and stand between us and danger.1 1

Curtis stationed his headquarters in the Elkhorn Tavern

and Sugar Creek vicinity. He now faced the task of feeding

and supplying his army. St. Louis was 320 miles away, an1

his supply base at Rolla was 210 miles away. He was forced

to spread his troops out on a line stretching some seventy

miles from Maysville in the west, to Huntsville in the east,

and live off the land.1 2 At this point, Halleck urged Curtis

1 0 Report of Brigadier General Samuel R. Curtis of oc-
cupation of Fayetteville, Arkansas, 24 February 1862, ibid.,
pp. 68-69.

llWilliam Baxter, Pea Ridge and Prairie Grove; or
Scenes and Incidents of the War in Arkansas (Cincinnati:
Poe and Hitchock, 1866), p. 61.

12 Franz Sigel, "The Pea Ridge Campaign," in Battles
and Leaders of the Civil War, eds. Robert V. Johnson and
Clarence C. Buel (New York: The Century Company, 1884-18E7),
1:317.
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to stop his advance and await the movements in southern

Missouri of General Hunter. This movement was designed to

support Curtis' left flank, but failed to reach him.13

The forces of Price and Ben McCulloch, commander of

Confederate forces in northwest Arkansas, joined south of

the Boston Mountains. Van Dorn also ordered Brigadier

General Albert Pike to bring his Indian troops from the

Indian Territory in order to gather the necessary forces to

deal with Curtis.14

Van Dorn decided to go and take personal command for

the forthcoming battle. Differences between Price and

McCulloch, extending back to the previous autumn at Wilson's

Creek, made it imperative for a new man to command.1 5 On 3

March, Van Dorn reached the Confederate commanders' head-

quarters, which was fifty-five miles from Sugar Creek. Van

Dorn felt he should attack Curtis before he received any

reinforcements. On 4 March, the movement of the Confederate

forces of 16,000 men began. The Elm Springs area was reached

1 3 Henry W. Halleck to Samuel R. Curtis, 26 February
1862, O.R., 1st ser., 8:568.

14D. H. Maury to Albert Pike, 3 March 1862, ibid.,
pp. 763-764.

1 5 Robert G. Hartje contended this was another factor in
Van Dorn's defeat at Pea Ridge. Hartje asserted much could
have been accomplished if the commanders had cooperated in
Missouri, but it was next to impossible for success to be
accomplished by the time Van Dorn arrived. Robert G. Hartje,
"A Confederate Dilemma Across the Mississippi," Arkansas
Historical Quarterly 17(1958) :119-131.
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on 5 March, and Van 'Dorn felt he could achieve surprise and

destroy the individual segments of Curtis' forces before

they could join together.1 6

Union forces under Curtis numbered 10,500 men with

forty-nine pieces of artillery and were divided into four

divisions commanded by Osterhaus (First),, Asboth (Second),

Davis (Third), and Carr (Fourth). Brigadier General Franz

Sigel was in overall command of both the First and Second

divisions. Davis' division was left at Sugar Creek to pre-

pare fortifications and make preparations to repel an attack,

while the other three divisions were scattered east and

west foraging. Curtis received word, through scouts and

loyal citizens, of the approach of Van Dorn. He immediately

ordered the return of his outlying divisions; they were to

concentrate at Sugar Creek.1 7

The First and Second divisions under Sigel were the

first units to engage the combined Confederate forces. Sigel

was near Bentonville, when he received reports on 5 March

of rebel troops near Fayetteville. He then received orders

that night to proceed back to Sugar Creek. The pullback did

not begin until the early hours of the sixth. Sigel stayed

1 6 Reports of Major General Earl Van Dorn of battle of
Pea Ridge, or Elkhorn Tavern, Arkansas, 27 March 1862,
O.R., 1st ser., 8:283.

1 7 Reports of Brigadier General Samuel R. Curtis of
battle of Pea Ridge, or Elkhorn Tavern, Arkansas, 1 April
1862, ibid., pp. 195-197.
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with the rear guard which was "ambuscaded" outside Benton-

ville, and had to fight a running battle all the way to

Sugar Creek. Near Sugar Creek, the firing attracted rein-

forcements, and the Confederate pursuit broke off.18

Three roads crisscrossed the Sugar Creek valley. They

included the main road from Fayetteville to Keetsville via

Cross Hollow, the Fayetteville road to Keetsville via

Bentonville, and a branch road running parallel to the main

Telegraph Road. Curtis had the deep broad valley of Sugar

Creek to his front and at his rear was the broken plateau

of Pea Ridge. Beyond Pea Ridge, was the deep valley of Big

Sugar Creek or Cross Timbers. Curtis positioned his four

divisions so the First and Second divisions anchored his

right flank and the Third and Fourth divisions his left.1 9

On the sixth, the Union forces prepared their position to

repel Van Dorn's attack. Curtis' men blocked the roads be-

hind Pea Ridge and built field fortifications.

The Confederate army, after pursuing Sigel, bivouacked

for the night within sight of the Federal position. Van

Dorn held a council of war with his subordinate officers to

determine the best course to follow. He ruled out a frontal

assault, and settled for a plan similar to the one Lyon

1 8 Report of Brigadier General Franz Sigel of battle of
Pea Ridge, or Elkhorn Tavern, Arkansas, 15 March 1862, ibid.,
pp. 208-211.

1 9 Reports of Curtis of Pea Ridge, ibid., p. 198.
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adopted at Wilson's Creek. He decided to detour eight

miles, in order to reach the branch road of the Telegraph

Road, which ran behind Pea Ridge. He would, thereby, gain

Curtis' rear and still achieve surprise. Like Lyon, Van Dorn

would attempt to divide his forces and make a flanking move-

ment in the face of his enemy. He chose Price's Missourians

to lead the march followed by McCulloch's troops and Pike's

Indians. It appeared to the northern outposts as if the

Confederate army were bedding down for the night when they

saw the campfires lit and the men preparing their evening

meals. After night had fallen, Van Dorn began his movement

towards Curtis' rear. Eight miles should have been covered

very easily in a few hours. The roads, however, were ob-

structed by trees felled by Curtis' men the previous afternoon.

The easy march turned into an all-night struggle. The ap-

pointed hour for the attack was daylight, but it came and

passed with neither Price nor the remainder of the Confederate

army reaching their designated positions. Instead, it was

nearly 10:00 a.m. before Price was in position. McCulloch

was several miles behind; yet Van Dorn still hoped to achieve

surprise, so he ordered the attack to begin from where his

troops were.2 0

As daylight appeared on the morning of the seventh,

Curtis and his officers wondered where Van Dorn would attack.

20 Reports of Van Dorn, ibid., pp. 283-284.
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Scouting reports confirmed the suspicions that Van Dorn had

executed a flanking movement. A meeting of divisional com-

manders was called by Curtis at 8:00 a.m. where he ordered

a change of front. The defensive line occupied by the Union

army merely turned around with the First and Second divisions

now anchoring the left flank and the Third and Fourth divi-

sions holding the right flank. Osterhaus received further

orders to prepare an assault upon the suspected center of

the enemy's advance near Leetown.2 1

Colonel (acting brigadier general) Eugene Carr received

reports of the enemy approaching from the north near Elkhorn

Tavern. The Fourth Division, under Carr, was stationed

near Elkhorn Tavern on the extreme right flank. Supplies

and prisoners of war were located there. Carr received

orders to send a brigade (First Brigade under Colonel Dodge)

to that point.2 2

Price began his assault around 10:30 a.m., and was

fully engaged by 11:00 a.m. with Carr's division. Price's

initial assault met with limited success as he pushed the

Fourth Division slowly back. When Curtis received these

2 1 Sigel, "Pea Ridge Campaign," Battles and Leaders,
1:321.

22 Report of Colonel (acting brigadier general) Eugene
A. Carr of battle of Pea Ridge, or Elkhorn Tavern, Arkansas,
10 March 1862, O.R., 1st ser., 8:258
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reports, he ordered Colonel (acting brigadier general)

Jefferson Davis and the Third Division to Carr's relief.

Before Davis could arrive to aid Carr, a more serious

threat developed in the middle of the line.2 3 At the

morning council, Osterhaus was ordered to prepare a detach-

ment of cavalry and light artillery supported by infantry to

attack the suspected center of the Confederate army.2 4

Osterhaus proceeded to Leetown to make his demonstration,

but north of Leetown, he discovered the enemy in "over-

whelming numbers" barely one and a half miles from Curtis'

headquarters. From this point on, it was a scene of bloody

charges and repeated counterattacks between Osterhaus and

the Confederates.25

When Price began his attack on the Federal's far right

flank, McCulloch turned towards Leetown and began his attack.

Here, his forces and those of Osterhaus met head on. The

Federal attack was stopped, and as they fell back towards

Leetown, they lost a battery of artillery. Curtis rescinded

Davis' original orders to go to the aid of Carr and -now

ordered Davis to the relief of Osterhaus. When Davis arrived

around 2:00 p.m., Osterhaus was able to check the retreat.

2 3 Reports of Curtis of Pea Ridge, ibid., pp. 198-199.
2 4 Ibid., p. 198.

2 5 Report of Colonel Peter J. Osterhaus of battle ofPea Ridge, or Elkhorn Tavern, Arkansas, 14 March 1862, ibid.,
pp. 217-218.
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McCulloch attempted to halt this new Federal advance by

leading personally yet another attack. He died leading the

assault, and General James McIntosh assumed command of the

Confederate right flank. He too was killed only an hour

later. To demoralize the southern troops even further,

Colonel Hebdrt was captured. The Confederate attack halted

without leadership.2 6 Van Dorn was not fully in touch with

the situation in this sector. His army was split into two

separate wings under Price and McCulloch; Van Dorn was with

Price. He sent orders to his right wing to hold, but Colonel

Greer, who assumed command of the wing, realized it was

impossible. Greer ordered his troops to fall back. 27

The Union forces succeeded in spliting the Confederate

army by destroying McCulloch's movement on the center of the

Federal line. The attention of the Union commander was now

needed on his right flank. He began to shift his entire

front to stop the assault by Price on his right flank. Carr

had requested reinforcements almost from the beginning of

the attack. They finally arrived around 5:00 p.m. The only

ground lost by Curtis on the seventh was on the right.

26 Reports of Curtis of Pea Ridge, ibid., pp. 198-199;reports of Van Dorn, ibid., p. 281; report of Colonel E.Greer of battle of Pea Ridge, or Elkhorn Tavern, Arkansas,19 March 1862, ibid., pp. 293-294; report of Brigadier
General Albert Pike of battle of Pea Ridge, or Elkhorn
Tavern, Arkansas, 14 March 1862, ibid., p. 289.

27 Report of Greer, ibid., pp. 293-294.
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However, by 2:00 a.m. on the eighth, all four divisions were

brought to the right flank forming a new line. Once again,

the Third and Fourth divisions held the right flank; the

left flank was held by the First and Second divisions. The

position thus occupied was the one which had been defended

all day by just the Fourth Division. On the eighth, it

would be defended by four divisions.2 8

Concerning the events of the seventh, Price felt:

"Night alone prevented us from achieving a complete victory,

of which we had already gathered some of the fruits, having

taken two pieces of artillery and a quantity of stores."2 9

Considering the size of the attacking force, as opposed to

that of the defending force, more should have been accomplished.

It was not until nightfall, that the disaster suffered by

McCulloch's forces was learned. Units began arriving after

dark in Price's camp, carrying the news not only of the

defeat inflicted upon them, but also of the deaths of

Generals McCulloch and McIntosh. Colonel Greer and Briga-

dier General Pike arrived early on the morning of the eighth

with the bulk of what remained.3 0 To further complicate

the situation faced by Van Dorn, he discovered his ammunition

28 Reports of Curtis of Pea Ridge, ibid., pp. 200-201.
2 9 Report of Major General Sterling Price of battle ofPea Ridge, or Elkhorn Tavern, Arkansas, 22 March 1862, ibid.,

pp. 305-306.

3 0 Report of Greer, ibid., p. 294; report of Pike, ibid.,p. 290.
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train had been sent to Bentonville and there was no food

available to feed his exhausted troops.3 1

On the morning of 8 March, the initiative passed to the

Union forces. Curtis no longer had to worry about an attack

upon his left flank, so he was able to concentrate his entire

fire upon Price. The cannonading began around 7:00 a.m., and

by 10:00 a.m. Van Dorn issued orders for his exhausted

troops to retreat on the Huntsville road. Although Van Dorn

claimed he was not pursued except for a few demonstrations

against his batteries and baggage trains, Curtis reported

that Sigel followed as far as Keetsville but had to break

off the pursuit.32

The battle of Pea Ridge gave welcome relief to the

readers of northern newspapers. In contrast to the gloomy

news being reported from the eastern and midwestern fronts,

the-papers now reported "a most glorious victory" in the

far off Southwest. One paper even saw it as the end of the

war in the west.3 3 Unfortunately, it was not the end of the

war in the west, but only another battle resulting in heavy

casualties on both sides.

3lReports of Van Dorn, ibid., p. 284.

3 2 Ibid.; reports of Curtis of Pea Ridge, ibid., pp. 202-
203.

33 New York Times, 11 March 1862.
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Curtis reported losing 203 killed, 970 wounded, and

201 missing.3 4 This represented over thirteen per cent of

his effective force. Casualties suffered by the Confederate

army were never accurately stated. Van Dorn estimated his

loss at 600 killed and wounded and 200 were taken prisoners

out of his 14,000 men engaged in battle.3 5 On 2 March 1862,

McCulloch reported 8,384 effectives in his division. Only

nine days later, 2,894 reported for duty.3 6 It is apparent

more casualties were suffered by the Confederates than were

reported. Many were obviously lost after the battle to

desertion.

The results and consequences of Pea Ridge were many and

varied. Missouri was now securely in the Union camp; except

for several cavalry raids, it was free of large scale in-

vasion for the next two years. Pea Ridge anchored a battle

line that stretched halfway across a continent. Most impor-

tantly, it put the Confederate army west of the Mississippi

River on the defensive from which they never recovered. 37

34 Reports of Curtis of Pea Ridge, O.R., 1st ser., 8:200.

35 Reports of Van Dorn, ibid., p. 285.

3 6Abstracts of returns, ibid., pp. 763 and 776.

3 7See Albert Castel, General Sterling Price and the
Civil War in the West (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univer-
sity Press, 1968), p. 81; Colonel R. Ernest Dupuy and Colonel
Trevor N. Dupuy, The Compact History of the Civil War (New
York: Hawthorn Books, Inc., 1961), p. 75; Walter L. Brown,
"Pea Ridge: Gettysburg of the West," Arkansas Historical
Quarterly 15(1956) :15-16; Albert Castel, "A New View of the
Battle of Pea Ridge," Missouri Historical Review 62(1968):149.
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Perhaps General Franz Sigel, writing some twenty-five years

later, summed it up best of all:

It was not a 'great' battle, like that of Gettysburg
or Chattanooga, it was not of such preponderating
national importance; it did not 'break the backbone
of the Rebellion' but it virtually cleared the South-
west of the enemy, gave peace to the people of Missouri,
at least for the next two years, and made it possible
for our veterans to reinforce the armies under Buell,
Rosecrans, Grant and Sherman.3 8

Even as the battle of Pea Ridge began, a request to

send troops arrived at Van Dorn's headquarters from east of

the Mississippi River. The governor of Tennessee, Isham G.

Harris, relayed a message from General P. G. T. Beauregard

to Van Dorn, for him to join forces with Beauregard on the

Mississippi River, if possible.3 9 On 25 March, Van Dorn

issued orders for his Army of the West to begin their march

to the east.4 0 Van Dorn left from the Pocahontas, Arkansas,

area with the only organized Confederate forces in the state,

virtually stripping Arkansas of its protection. His troops

were badly needed to increase the number of men under A. S.

Johnston attempting to stop the advance of Grant into Tennes-

see. Although they did not arrive in time to participate in

3 8Sigel, "Pea Ridge Campaign," Battles and Leaders,
1:331.

3 9 Isham M. Harris to Earl Van Dorn, 7 March 1862, O.R.,
1st ser., 8:771. Further orders were sent to Van Dorn by
Albert S. Johnston to move toMemphis, Tennessee, on 23 March.
Albert Sidney Johnston to Earl Van Dorn, 23 March 1862, ibid.,
10, pt. 2:354.

4 0 Special Orders No. 81, Army of the West, 19 March
1862, ibid., 8:793.
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the crucial battle of Shiloh on 6-7 April 1862, they were

used to replenish the depleted Confederate ranks now under

the command of Beauregard. Their removal from Arkansas

allowed the Union command to send even more reinforcements

to Grant in Tennessee than arrived for the Confederates.

The transfer of Confederate forces accomplished very

little.41

Curtis remained in the vicinity of Pea Ridge for

several weeks, resting his troops and caring for the wounded.

Finally in April, after repeatedly fearing the enemy would

return with ever increasing numbers and crush his small army,

Curtis issued orders for his army to move east. The army

was to proceed on a northeastward course towards Cassville,

Missouri, and then towards Yellville, Arkansas.4 2 Curtis'

main problem was supplies. He was still a great distance

from his supply bases in Missouri, and Halleck had to make

repeated efforts to resupply the Army of the Southwest.

Halleck sent additional troops, under Brigadier General

Steele, to Curtis. He was to join with Steele in Cassville,

Missouri.4 3 Steele and Curtis joined forces in April,

4lSee Castel, Sterling Price, p. 82; Colonel Thomas L.
Snead, "The Conquest of Arkansas," in Battles and Leaders,
3:443.

4 2 Special Orders No. 134, Army of the Southwest, O.R.,
1st ser., 8:659.

4 3Henry W. Halleck to Samuel R. Curtis, 6 April 1862,
ibid., p. 665.
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thereby substantially increasing the strength of the Army

of the Southwest. By the end of April, Curtis had over

20,500 men in the field.4 4 The Union troops, in their march,

destroyed or took most of the food and necessary supplies

from the area they passed through. The Union command even

hoped they could take Little Rock.

By May, Curtis was nearing Little Rock, but troops

were needed in Mississippi to reinforce Union forces there.

Since Van Dorn and Price had left, Halleck deemed it neces-

sary to operate with only cavalry and artillery in Arkansas.

On 9 May, ten regiments of infantry were sent east, signif-

icantly reducing the size of Curtis' available forces.4 5

The advance halted at Batesville, Arkansas, which became

Curtis' headquarters.

While at Batesville, Curtis fought almost constantly

with rebel units while foraging for supplies or on patrol.

The Union forces were constantly testing and probing for a

way to get to Little Rock. At the beginning of June, it was

determined to reach Curtis with supplies and reinforcements

via the Mississippi River and then by the White River in

Arkansas.

4 4 Abstract from returns of the Army of the Southwest,
April 1862, ibid., 13:368.

4 5 Henry W. Halleck to W. Scott Ketchum, 2 May 1862,
ibid., p. 371; Samuel R. Curtis to Henry W. Halleck, 9 May
1862, ibid., p. 373.
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Colonel Graham N. Fitch of the 46th Indiana Infantry

commanded the expedition. The expedition, a combined navy

and army group, started on 10 June, and entered the White

River a few days later. The first serious operation oc-

curred on 17 June, when they attacked the fortifications at

St. Charles. One steamer was disabled, but the infantry

carried the works, and the enemy fled.4 6 The expedition

remained at St. Charles for a week, but then withdrew back

to the mouth of the White River. Captain Winslow, of the

navy, was afraid the river depth would fall, and they would

be unable to fall back later. 4 7

The expedition reascended the river on 28 June to

St. Charles and reached Clarendon on 30 June. They were

fired on frequently by querilla bands, but that was the only

opposition. The next major obstacle was Devall's Bluff

which was heavily fortified.4 8 The river began to fall

again, and enemy pressure increased. The expedition remained

in the Clarendon and St. Charles area, but Curtis was never

contacted. Curtis reached Clarendon after Fitch had left.

Curtis moved toward Helena, Arkansas, on the Mississippi

River, and Fitch decided to proceed down the White River and

go up the Mississippi River to Helena.4 9

4 6 Reports of Colonel Graham N. Fitch of operations on
White River, 17 June 1862, ibid., pp. 103-104.

4 7 Reports of Fitch, 24 June 1862, ibid., p. 106.

4 8 Reports of Fitch, 3 July 1862, ibid., pp. 107-109.

4 9 Reports of Fitch, 14 July 1862, ibid., pp. 109-113.
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At the beginning of June, Curtis brought his army back

across the White River, as there was no forage left west of

the Little Red River.5 0 For the remainder of June, Curtis'

forces moved down the White River and frequently crossed it

foraging for supplies. They fought an almost continuous

battle with small enemy units. On 25 June, Curtis reported

he would try and link up with the relief force ascending the

White River.5 1 Halleck reported on 13 July, to the secretary

of war, that Curtis had finally reached Helena, and supplies

and reinforcements were being sent.5 2

When Van Dorn began his move out of Arkansas, he

appointed John Roane to assume command of all forces that

remained.5 3 In support of Roane, Van Dorn also ordered Pike

at Fort Smith, Arkansas, to send all of his available non-

Indian troops.5 4 Roane was in command of an almost non-

existent force with the enemy threatening the capital of

Arkansas.

5 0 Samuel R. Curtis to W. Scott Ketchum, 5 June 1862,
ibid., pp. 417-418.

5 1 Samuel R. Curtis to W. Scott Ketchum, 25 June 1862,
ibid., p. 448.

5 2 Henry W. Halleck to Edwin M. Stanton, 13 July 1862,
ibid., p. 470.

53D. H. Maury to John Roane, 11 April 1862, ibid.,
p. 813; D. H. Maury to John Roane, 11 May 1862, ibid.,
p. 817.

54D. H. Maury to Albert Pike, 19 May 1862, ibid.,
p. 877.
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Into the void created by the departure of Van Dorn,

Major General Thomas C. Hindman was sent by Beauregard. He

ordered Hindman to command the forces in Arkansas and the

Indian Territory on 26 May 1862.55 Combined with these

orders was the creation, by the Confederate government, of

the new department of the Trans-Mississippi. It included

Missouri, Arkansas, the Indian Territory, the state of

Louisiana west of the Mississippi River, and Texas.5 6 Hind-

man assumed command on 31 May 1862 and started to work

immediately.

When Van Dorn placed Roane in command, he instructed

Roane to defend the Arkansas River line, thereby giving up

half the state, population, and resources of Arkansas.

More importantly, Missouri was conceded to the enemy, and

if the remainder of the state fell, then Louisiana and Texas

were open to invasion. Curtis was only thirty-five miles

away from Little Rock, and Hindman had no army to oppose

him.

Hindman's right to command was disputed by many, and

his actions in June and July were critized by even more.

55 General Report of Major General Thomas C. Hindman of
operations, 31 May-3 November 1862, as commander of Trans-
Mississippi District, 19 June 1863, ibid., p. 28.

5 6 General Orders No. 39, Adjutant and Inspector
General Office (Richmond), 26 May 1862, ibid., p. 829.
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Nevertheless, he was able to stabilize the situation, raise

an army, equip the army, and force Curtis back to Helena.5 7

A change in command was ordered for the Trans-Mississippi

Department when Major General (later lieutenant general)

Theophilus Holmes was assigned to command the department.5 8

Holmes was a close personal friend of President Davis, but

he was physically unable to carry out successfully the tasks

assigned to him. As Major John N. Edwards of Colonel Joseph

0. Shelby's staff remarked, Holmes "limped over from Rich-

mond, possessing orders in his pocket, and a lieutenant

general's star upon his collar."5 9 After Holmes had assumed

command at Little Rock, Hindman wrote to the adjutant and

inspector general that he possessed between 24,000 to 26,000

infantry, 6,000 cavalry, and 54 pieces of artillery. Quite

a credible force where only two months before hardly any

existed. He hoped Curtis would venture out and away from

Helena and the river gunboats into the interior, where Curtis

could be destroyed.6 0 Hindman was named by Holmes to command

5 7General Report of Hindman, ibid., pp. 30-36. See
also Raymond D. Dickey, "The Confederate Command Problem in
the Trans-Mississippi West, 1861-1862" (M.S. thesis, North
Texas State University, 1960), pp. 47-49 and 152-153.

5 8 Special Orders No. 164, Adjutant and Inspector
General Office (Richmond), 16 July 1862, O.R., 1st ser.,
13:855.

59 John N. Edwards, Shelby and his Men: or, The War in
the West (Cincinnati: Miami Printing and Publishing Co.,
Print., 1867), p. 109.

6 0 Thomas C. Hindman to Samuel Cooper, 5 August 1862,
O.R., 1st ser., 13:874-875.
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the First Army Corps of the army of the Trans-Mississippi

Department in northwest Arkansas.6 1

The large forces being raised by Hindman did not escape

the observance of Union commanders. Curtis had hardly set-

tled into Helena when requests for troops began arriving

from Missouri. Curtis was requested either to send troops

or make a move on Little Rock to save Missouri.6 2 However,

Holmes preferred to stay on the defensive and merely patrol

the areas north of the Arkansas River and around Helena.

Skirmishes were reported near Helena and in the northwest

part of the state near Fayetteville with little results for

either side.

Curtis remained busy at Helena after arriving there,

sending out numerous scouting expeditions in all directions.

In late August, a change of command was effected in the Army

of the Southwest. Brigadier General Frederick Steele was

named as the new commander. Curtis was promoted to a major

general for his victory at Pea Ridge and assigned as the new

commander of the Department of the Missouri. The former com-

mander of the department, Halleck, was sent to Washington

6 1 General Orders No. 2, Trans-Mississippi Department,
12 August 1862, ibid., p. 876.

6 2 John Schofield to Samuel R. Curtis, 24 July 1862,
ibid., p. 508; Henry W. Halleck to Samuel R. Curtis, 31 July
1862, ibid., p. 524.
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to assume the duties as overall commander of the United

States armies.6 3

Similar problems were faced by Frederick Steele and

Holmes in the fall of 1862. Department commanders continually

requested troops be sent away from Helena or Little Rock.

Holmes was constantly receiving telegrams and requests for

troops to be sent east of the Mississippi River. In October,

Holmes wrote to the adjutant and inspector general in Rich-

mond that the continual calls for troops must stop. The

people in the Trans-Mississippi felt abandoned and the con-

tinual call for troops would only increase that feeling.

The majority of his troops were ". . . a crude mass of un-

disciplined material. . . ." Over 7,000 had no weapons.6 4

In southwest Missouri, General Schofield was still

concerned that Hindman would invade Missouri. The forage

was available, and he felt Steele should move on Little

Rock from Helena as a diversion. In addition, Schofield

wanted Curtis to send reinforcements.6 5 Steele reported he

would attempt a move on Little Rock, although no movement

6 3 General Orders No. 43, Army of the Southwest, 29
August 1862, ibid., p. 605; General Orders No. 135, United
States War Department, 19 September 1862, ibid., p. 653.

6 4 Theophilus Holmes to Samuel Cooper, 26 October 1862,
ibid., pp. 898-899.

6 5 John Schofield to Samuel R. Curtis, 22 September
1862, ibid., p. 656.
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ensued; but he felt he was doing more good at Helena. Here

he could hold the rebels in check on both sides of the Mis-

sissippi River and keep Price, who had crossed to the east

with Van Dorn in the spring, from recrossing with arms and

supplies.66

After assuming command of the Department of the Missouri,

Curtis withdrew a considerable number of men from Helena to

Pilot Knob in Missouri. Steele was named to command these

troops going to Pilot Knob. Brigadier General Eugene A. Carr

was named as the new commander at Helena.6 7 Changes in com-

mand were also made in southwest Missouri. Schofield and

Brigadier General James Blunt joined their Missouri and Kansas

forces together and formed the Army of the Frontier.6 8 The

Army of the Frontier steadily pushed the rebels out of south-

west Missouri and below the Boston Mountains in Arkansas.

Simultaneously with the movements in Missouri and Arkansas,

a movement began to clear the Indian Territory of rebels.

By late October, Schofield's and Blunt's movements were suc-

cessful. The commander of the department wanted their main

6 6 Frederick Steele to John Schofield, 23 September
1862, ibid., pp. 661-662.

6 7 Samuel R. Curtis to Eugene Carr, 26 September 1862,
ibid., p. 670; Samuel R. Curtis to Frederick Steele, 26
September 1862, ibid., pp. 670-671.

6 8 Samuel R. Curtis to James Blunt, 27 September 1862,
ibid., p. 674; General Orders No. 7, Department of the
Missouri, 12 October 1862, ibid., p. 730.
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force to fall back to Cassville, Missouri, while Blunt com-

pleted clearing the Indian Territory.6 9

Richmond continued to send requests to Holmes for

troops to move east. As the Union forces moved both down

and up the Mississippi River towards Vicksburg, Samuel

Cooper, the adjutant and inspector general, requested 10,000

men to be sent to General Pemberton at Vicksburg. They were

to help reopen the Mississippi River and be used in future

operations in Missouri, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Cooper re-

assured Holmes this was to be a temporary change.7 0

Skirmishing between the Federal and Confederate troops

continued as fall began. The Confederates became bolder,

skirmishing to the very outskirts of Helena in the east and

near Maysville in the northwest.7 1 The army raised by Hind-

man in the spring and summer would soon be put to the test

as Hindman planned to move against northwest Arkansas and

hopefully into Missouri.

After Holmes appointed Hindman as commander of the

First Corps, Hindman went to Fort Smith to concentrate

6 9Samuel R. Curtis to John Schofield, 25 October 1862,
ibid., p. 763.

7 0 Samuel Cooper to Theophilus Holmes, 11 November
1862, ibid., p. 914.

7 1 Report of Colonel William Vandever of skirmishes
near Helena, Arkansas, 20 September 1862, ibid., pp. 272-
273; report of Brigadier General James G. Blunt of action
at Old Fort Wayne, or Beattie's Prairie, near Maysville,
Arkansas, 28 October 1862, ibid., pp. 325-328.
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forces for the Missouri invasion. The initial movement was

repelled by Schofield and Blunt, after Hindman returned to

Little Rock. The Confederate forces were pushed south of

the Boston Mountains. Hindman returned in October more

determined to invade Missouri. However, Holmes was pressed

again for reinforcements for Vicksburg. Holmes replied in

late November that the enemy was in northwest Arkansas with

16,000 men and the Post of Arkansas was also threatened.

He could send no aid. 72

In the middle of November, Holmes was forced to order

Hindman to give up the project of invading Missouri. They

now had to decide if they could even hold northwest Arkansas

and the Indian Territory.7 3 However, Hindman was determined

to use his army before he returned to Little Rock. He had

to drive Blunt out of northwest Arkansas or at least farther

north for the security of the forces he was to leave behind.7 4

Hindman's strategy consisted of sending Marmaduke's cavalry

as a "diversion" to Cane Hill. This would distract Blunt,

and Confederate infantry could march into the rear of the

7 2 Samuel Cooper to Theophilus Holmes, 19 November
1862, ibid., p. 921; Theophilus Holmes to Samuel Cooper,
25 November 1862, ibid., pp. 927-928.

7 3 Theophilus Holmes to Thomas C. Hindman, 15 November
1862, ibid., p. 917.

74 Report of Major General Thomas C. Hindman of battle
of Prairie Grove, Fayetteville, or Illinois Creek, Arkansas,
including preliminary skirmishes, 25 December 1862, ibid.,
22, pt. 1:139.
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Union army and thereby destroy Blunt's army. Once Blunt

was out of the way, the relief force, probably under Briga-

dier General Herron, could be dealt with.75

The First Division of the Army of the Frontier, under

Blunt, remained in northwest Arkansas. The Second and Third

divisions, under Herron, had already returned to Springfield,

Missouri. Scouts reported on 25 November 1862 the approach

of enemy cavalry under Brigadier General Marmaduke. Marma-

duke was following Lieutenant Colonel L. R. Jewell, who was

returning from reconnoitering in the direction of Van Buren.

Marmaduke was said to have 7,000 to 8,000 men. One skirmish

had already been fought that day near Cane Hill and Hindman

would probably be following with infantry. Blunt decided

to set out the next morning and attack before Hindman could

arrive.76

Blunt had to march thirty-five miles in order to arrive

at Cane Hill. Blunt took 5,000 men, but left his supply

wagons in the rear for their safety. He found the enemy in

a strong position, but attacked anyway on the twenty-eighth.

A three hour fight ensued with Marmaduke giving ground al-

most from the beginning. Blunt accused Marmaduke of using

7 5 Stephen B. Oates, Confederate Cavalry West of the
River (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1961), p. 91.

7 6 Report of Brigadier General James G. Blunt of skirmish
near Cane Hill, Arkansas, 26 November 1862, O.R., 1st ser.,
22, pt. 1:37-38.
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a flag of truce to cover his retreat. Colonels Joseph

Shelby and Emmett MacDonald advanced under a flag of truce

to care for the dead and wounded; but as far as blunt was

concerned, they merely used it to cover their retreat and

save the Confederate artillery which was in danger of being

lost.77

Hindman's initial strategy had failed. Blunt was now

in position near Cane Hill and Hindman's infantry had not

arrived. Scouting reports confirmed Blunt's fears that

Hindman was moving towards him with a large force. He sent

word on 2 December for the Second and Third divisions to

return as soon as possible.7 8 The following day, Curtis

warned Blunt that he was "too far in advance of support and

supplies." He should fall back to meet General Herron.7 9

The Confederate First Corps, under Hindman, left from

Van Buren on 3 December with 9,000 infantry, 2,000 cavalry,

and 22 pieces of artillery to attack and hopefully destroy

Blunt. Lack of shoes and weapons prevented the Confederate

commander from taking his entire force. Hindman, knowing

he had to return to Little Rock and could not invade

77 Reports of Brigadier General James G. Blunt of en-gagements at Cane Hill, or Boston Mountains, Arkansas, 29
November-3 December 1862, ibid., pp. 41-46.

7 8 James G. Blunt to James Totten, 2 December 1862,
ibid., p. 805.

79 Samuel R. Curtis to James Blunt, 3 December 1862,
ibid., p. 806.
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Missouri, took only enough ammunition for one battle and

only enough forage and supplies for seven days at half

rations. Marmaduke's cavalry formed the advance, but the

movement was slow due to the poor physical condition of the

men. Van Buren was forty-five miles from Cane Hill, but it

took Hindman's army nearly three days to reach it. Cane

Hill in Hindman's report was described as ". . . a ridge

8 miles length and 5 miles width, in the southwest part of

Washington County, Arkansas just beyond the north base of

the Boston Mountains. "80

On the morning of 6 December, Shelby's brigade encoun-

tered Blunt's pickets and drove them back beyond Morrow to

within two miles of Newburg. A sharp engagement occurred

with Hindman facing Blunt near Newburg by the end of the

day. Originally, Hindman planned to have Marmaduke hit the

left flank and rear of the enemy, while the infantry made a

frontal assault. However, disturbing news reached Hindman

early in the evening of the sixth. Herron's relief force

was nearing Fayetteville with nearly 8,000 troops. If the

original attack plan was carried out, Blunt would merely

fall back towards his relief column. Hindman formulated

new strategy in which he would destroy the reinforcements

first and then fall upon the main body.

140.

8 0 Report of Hindman of Prairie Grove, ibid., pp. 138-
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To withdraw without fighting at all, would discourage
my own troops and so embolden the enemy as to insure
his following me up. His sudden concentration of
troops justified the opinion that a movement against
me was intended in any event.81

Hindman decided to risk an engagement. A cavelry de-

tachment was left before Blunt, with instructions to skirmish

at daybreak with the Union pickets. Hindman hoped this would

deceive Blunt as to his true intentions. A flanking movement

around the Federal left flank was agreed upon, so as to

place Hindman between the two Federal commanders and to en-

able him to destroy first one and then the other. Leaving

behind sufficient forces for the cavalry demonstration and

a guard detail for the supply train, Hindman took 10,000 men

of all arms for the battle on the following day.82

The order to march was given at 3:00 a.m., but it was

nearly 4:00 a.m. before movement began. The line of march

was to be the Cave Creek Road and its Maysville branch to

the Cane Hill and Fayetteville road. This would skirt Blunt's

left flank and thereby place Hindman between Blunt and Herron.

Several delays, along with the condition of the roads pre-

vented any quick movements by the Confederate forces. A

little before sunrise, Marmaduke's cavalry, again in the

lead, discovered an advance unit of Herron's cavalry moving

on the Cane Hill and Fayetteville road towards Newburg.8 3

8 1Ibid., p. 140.

82 Ibid.

8 3 Ibid.
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Herron received Blunt's urgent requests for reinforce-

ments on 3 December. The Second and Third divisions were

stationed near Wilson's Creek in Missouri, nearly 125 miles

away. His men travelled at the rate of thirty-five miles

a day trying to reach Blunt as soon as possible. They

reached Fayetteville at 3:00 a.m. on the seventh. He rested

his men one hour before resuming the march. As they pushed

south of town, they ran into the cavalry advance Herron had

sent the day before at Blunt's request. They met Marmaduke

six miles south of town and were headed back for Missouri as

fast as their horses could gallop. Herron had a difficult

time stopping their retreat before it stampeded the artil-

lery horses and affected other units. It was now 7:00 a.m.,

and Marmaduke was advancing north towards Fayetteville.

Blunt was still fifteen miles away, but Hindman was now be-

tween Herron and Blunt. Although his men were nearly

exhausted, Herron decided to open the fight and hoped to

bring Blunt towards him with the sound of the battle.8 4

After his outposts were driven in on the sixth, Blunt

feared his position would be flanked to the left, and Hind-

man would thereby be able to intercept Herron coming down

the road from Fayetteville. Blunt made preparations to re-

ceive Herron's reinforcements and repel Hindman's attack.

8 4 Reports of Brigadier General Francis J. Herron of
battle of Prairie Grove, Fayetteville, or Illinois Creek,
Arkansas, 11 December 1862, ibid., pp. 102-103.
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He also sent one force to contest a possible flanking move-

ment to the left, but they failed even to report Hindman's

movement, let alone attempt to stop them. On the morning

of the seventh, it appeared as if the enemy was still in

force at Blunt's front, and artillery fire began. As the

Union pickets withdrew, the enemy came forward, but it ap-

peared to be only a feint. The size of the enemy force was

too small, and they did not attempt to attack but merely

annoy. Blunt concluded that Hindman had slipped around his

left and must now be between himself and Herron. Orders

were issued to begin troop movements to go to Herron's aid,

when the sound of artillery fire was heard in that direction

around noon or 1:00 p.m.8 5

Marmaduke's cavalry followed the retreating Federal

cavalry back towards Fayetteville. Marmaduke had to stop

when faced by the lines of hostile infantry quickly arranged

by Herron. Around 10:00 a.m. the battle commenced in earnest.

The federal infantry advanced, and Marmaduke deliberately

fell back towards the main body of the Confederate army.

When Hindman arrived on the scene, he found that Brigadier

General Shoup had elected to place his division of infantry

8 5 Report of Brigadier General James G. Blunt of battle
of Prairie Grove, Fayetteville, or Illinois Creek, 20
December 1862, ibid., pp. 71-74.
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in a defensive position to resist an attack by Herron.8 6 At

this point, Hindman decided to change the strategy agreed

upon the night before. Instead of attacking first the ex-

hausted troops of Herron and then turning to attack Blunt,

Hindman decided now to take up a defensive position and

await the attack of the Union forces. This allowed Blunt

the necessary time to come to the aid of Herron.8 7

A continuous infantry battle lasted until 5:00 p.m.

Repeated charges and counterattacks occurred throughout the

afternoon as the artillery did its murderous work. Hindman

particularly mentioned the effectiveness of the Union artil-

lery. Unfortunately for Hindman, one of the Arkansas

infantry regiments, which was raised during his tenure as

commander of the Trans-Mississippi, after firing only one

volley, threw down its weapons and fled, with many of its

number deserting to the enemy.8 8 Around 4:00 p.m. artillery

86 See report of Herron, ibid., p. 103; report of Hind-
man of Prairie Grove, ibid., pp. 141-142; report of John S.
Marmaduke of battle of Prairie Grove, Fayetteville, or
Illinois Creek, Arkansas, 16 December 1862, ibid., p. 147.

8 7 Historians have pointed to this change in strategy
as Hindman's crucial mistake. See Oates, Confederate
Cavalry, p. 104; David Y. Thomas, Arkansas in War and Re-
construction, 1861-1874 (Little Rock: Central Printing
Company, 1926), p. 171; Jay Monaghan, Civil War on the
Western Border, 1854-1865 (New York: Bonanza Books, 1955),
pp. 265-266; and Snead, "Conquest of Arkansas," Battles and
Leaders, pp. 449-450.

88 Report of Hindman of Prairie Grove, O.R., 1st ser.,
22, pt. 1:141-143.
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shells, announcing Blunt's arrival, fell among Herron's

skirmishers on his right flank.89

Blunt had finally arrived on the field of battle and

found the enemy

. . . strongly posted upon elevated ground, behind
timbers, with the Fayetteville road, on which he had
advanced, running through it northeast and southwest.
On the north and in front of the enemy's line was an
open valley, divided into large fields, a portion of
them cultivated in corn. At the east end of this
valley General Herron with the Second and Third
Divisions, was engaged with the enemy, . 90

Hindman was unprepared for this new attack.

As night approached, the firing died down on both

sides. Blunt was convinced the battle would be renewed in

the morning. He sent his supply trains to Fayetteville and

made preparations to repel a new attack expected in the

morning.9 1

The Confederate army was not there on the eighth as

Blunt feared. Hindman used the "Cane Hill trick" on Herron.

On the evening of the seventh, he approached Herron's position

under a flag of truce to discuss making preparations for the

care of the wounded and the dead. Meanwhile, his army re-

treated to the south under the cover of darkness. When it

was brought to Herron's attention that many of the Confederate

8 9 Report of Herron, ibid., p. 103.

9 0 Reports of Blunt of Prairie Grove, ibid., p. 74.

9 1 Ibid., p. 76.
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soldiers who were supposed to be burying the dead and

gathering the wounded were, in fact, gathering rifles and

supplies, he threatened to take them prisoners if they did

not stop.9 2 The Confederate army successfully escaped to

the south and Blunt did not take up an immediate pursuit.

Although Prairie Grove was hailed as a great victory

for southern arms by the Arkansas State Gazette, it was any-

thing but a victory.9 3 The only success achieved by the

First Corps was temporarily halting Blunt's advance. Hind-

man boasted of capturing 5 flags, 500 small arms, and 23

wagons with supplies.9 4 The army, raised in June and July

and trained through the summer, was in a shambles and re-

treating back toward Van Buren and the Arkansas River.

The casualties of the First Corps were larger than those

suffered by Van Dorn at Pea Ridge. The fruits of "victory"

cost Hindman 164 killed, 817 wounded, and 336 were reported

missing.9 5 More men than this probably deserted in the

weeks following Prairie Grove. Union casualties were

equally high with the Army of the Frontier losing 175

killed, 813 wounded, and 263 missing.9 6

92 Ibid., pp. 77-82; report of Herron, ibid., pp. 103-104.

9 3Arkansas State Gazette, 20 December 1862.

9 4 Report of Hindman of Prairie Grove, O.R., 1st ser.,
22, pt. 1:142.

9 5 Ibid.

9 6 Return of Casualties in the Army of the Frontier,
ibid., p. 86.
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The battle of Prairie Grove virtually ended any hope

for the Confederate forces of moving into northwest Arkan-

sas and holding it. More importantly, the Arkansas River

line was now threatened, as was Van Buren and Fort Smith.

After Prairie Grove, Hindman returned south of the

Boston Mountains. It was almost impossible to forage for

supplies in northwest Arkansas, where several armies had

crossed back and forth during the year. Marmaduke was sent

to Lewisburg, 100 miles south of Van Buren, with the cavalry

further reducing Hindman's forces. The main loss of troops,

however, was due to sickness and desertion. Hindman de-

cided to move south of the Arkansas River and there go into

winter quarters. Only Fagan's infantry regiment, some ar-

tillery at Van Buren, and one regiment of cavalry under

Lieutenant Colonel R. P. Crump at Dripping Springs, nine

miles to the north of Van Buren, were left north of the

Arkansas River. On 21 December, Holmes ordered Hindman

and the remainder of his forces to proceed to Lewisburg

since it was impossible to supply them where they were.9 7

The Federal forces remained near the Prairie Grove

battlesite. Scouts reported incorrectly that Hindman had

received reinforcements and might decide to move north again

and invade Missouri. Blunt was determined to attack and end

9 7Report of Major General Thomas C. Hindman of skirmish
at Dripping Springs and capture of Van Buren, Arkansas, 15
February 1863, ibid., p. 171.
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this threat. He left his trains north of the Boston

Mountains and proceeded with 8,000 men and 30 pieces of

artillery from Prairie Grove on 27 December to Van Buren.

On the morning of the twenty-eigth, this force came upon

rebel cavalry at Dripping Springs. The Confederate cavalry

retreated towards Dripping Springs and Van Buren. By that

evening both towns were in Union hands.9 8

Simultaneous to the Federal advance on Van Buren,

Federal troops were again busy in the Indian Territory.

They advanced on Brigadier General D. H. Cooper in the

Choctaw Nation only fifteen miles west of Fort Smith. Faced

with the dilemma of Federal cavalry on both flanks, Hindman

decided to abandon the Arkansas River line and retire to

the south. He ordered Cooper to do the same. Further orders

were sent to Marmaduke in Lewisburg to head northward on a

cavalry raid.9 9

The year 1862 drew to a close in the same manner as it

began. A Federal army was steadily pushing a Confederate

army back in northwest Arkansas. The Confederates were for-

tunate that more was not lost in 1862. The year 1863 offered

little hope for brighter prospects. Only Marmaduke heading

north on a cavalry raid promised revenge.

9 8 Reports of Brigadier General James G. Blunt of
skirmish at Dripping Springs and capture of Van Buren,
Arkansas, 28 December 1862, ibid., p. 167.

9 9 Report of Hindman of Dripping Springs, ibid. p. 172.



CHAPTER III

THE LOSS OF A CAPITAL

By the end of 1862, the Confederate fortunes in Arkan-

sas were at a low ebb. Confederate armies were being

defeated and pushed back to or beyond the Arkansas River.

Only Brigadier General Marmaduke, leading a cavalry raid

north to Missouri, offered any hope or relief. Major

General Hindman had ordered Marmaduke north, following the

Union push against Van Buren and Fort Smith, to relieve

pressure against his dwindling forces.

Leaving Lewisburg, Arkansas, on 31 December 1862,

Marmaduke headed north with 1,870 men. He was soon joined

by an additional 600 men under Colonel White. The first

action of the campaign occurred in the Boston Mountains of

Arkansas, where Colonel Shelby attacked sixty "torries and

deserters" near White Spring. This was the only clash to

occur in Arkansas during the raid. Marmaduke achieved

notable successes in Missouri, where he captured the garri-

sons at Ozark and Hartsville, and also attacked Springfield.

By 18 January 1863, the expedition had returned to Arkansas

at Batesville.1 His efforts helped to halt temporarily the

1Report of Brigadier General John S. Marmaduke of ex-
pedition into Missouri, 18 January 1863, R. N. Scott et al.,
eds., War of the Rebellion: a Compilation of the Official

55
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Union advance in northwest Arkansas, as the Union forces

retired north to Missouri leaving only a few garrison troops

behind.

Even as Marmaduke moved north, an even larger and more

important movement by Northern troops was about to begin on

the Arkansas River. On 18 December 1862, Major General

U. S. Grant assigned Major General John A. McClernand to

the command of what became the Army of the Mississippi.2

These troops were currently under the command of William T.

Sherman and they were attempting the capture of Vicksburg.

However, McClernand had additional plans other than Vicks-

burg for his new command.

Sherman suffered a disasterous defeat at Chicksaw Bluffs

above Vicksburg, on 29 December 1862. When McClernand as-

sumed command at Milliken's Bend, Louisiana, on 4 January

1863, the Army of the Mississippi was low in morale and

trying to recover from its losses.3

On 30 December 1862, at Helena, Arkansas, McClernand

discussed with General Gorman a new purpose for his army:

Records of the Union and Confederate Armies, 130 vols.
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1880-1901), 1st
ser., 22, pt. 1:194-198 (hereafter cited as O.R.).

2 Ulysses S. Grant to John A. McClernand, 18 December
1862, ibid., 17, pt. 2:425.

3 General Orders No. 1, Army of the Mississippi, 4
January 1863, ibid., p. 534.
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That purpose was the reduction of Fort Hindman lArkan-
sas Post] which had been laboriously and skillfully
enlarged and strengthened since the commencement of
the rebellion, which formed the key to Little Rock, .
and the extension and valuable country drained by the
Arkansas River, and from which hostile detachments were
constantly sent forth to obstruct the navigation of the
Mississippi River and thereby our communications.4

McClernand further expounded his reasons for delaying a

movement on Vicksburg in favor of one on Arkansas Post in

correspondence with Grant. He felt the failure of the Mis-

sissippi River Expedition to reduce Vicksburg and the forces

available to accomplish the task were insufficient; favored

a new target. The troops under his command must not be

allowed to become idle. With the reduction of Arkansas

Post, navigation on the Mississippi River would be freed.

The movement on Arkansas Post would also divert the enemy's

attention from Missouri and aid General Curtis' forces al-

ready in Arkansas. Finally, it would help restore morale

after the recent defeat, and there was "the intense desire

of all worthy officers and men to be usefully employed."

Following the reduction of Arkansas Post, McClernand planned

to return to the Mississippi River and seize Monroe and New

Carthage, Louisiana, and additional points on the Red River.

4Reports of Major General John A. McClernand of the
expedition against Arkansas Post, or Fort Hindman, Arkansas,
and operations in that vicinity, 20 January 1863, ibid.,
pt. 1:701.
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He would also attempt to isolate Vicksburg by opening a new

channel for the Mississippi River.5

The commanding general did not see the proposed expedi-

tion in the same light as did McClernand. Grant described

it as a "wild-goose chase" in reports sent to General Halleck

in Washington.6 In communications with McClernand, Grant

stated that "unless absolutely necessary for the object of

your expedition you will abstain from all moves not connected

with it." 7 Movements in Arkansas were deemed unessential to

the more important objective of Vicksburg. However, even

as Grant sent this communication to McClernand, the Post of

Arkansas fell to Union hands.

The expedition was a joint effort of the Navy, under

Admiral Porter, and the Army, under General McClernand. It

got under way almost as soon as McClernand assumed command.

McClernand hoped to deceive the enemy by first entering the

White River and then crossing over to the Arkansas River.

The deception worked, as their approach was not given away

until they were within thirty miles of Fort Hindman at

Arkansas Post. On 9 January, troops began to disembark from

5John A. McClernand to Ulysses S. Grant, 8 January
1863, ibid., pt. 2:546-547.

6 Ulysses S. Grant to Henry W. Halleck, 11 January 1863,
ibid., p. 553.

7 Ulysses S. Grant to John A. McClernand, 11 January
1863, ibid., pp. 553-554.
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their transports at 5:00 p.m. to march the remaining dis-

tance to Arkansas Post. The unloading of troops did not

end until noon on the tenth.8

The fortifications located at Arkansas Post protected

the Arkansas River valley and Little Rock, the capital, from

invasion. Further, it provided a base for Confederate ves-

sels to foray out upon the Mississippi River to disrupt

Union boat traffic. The fortifications were "situated on a

bluff 25 feet above the water, on the left bank of the Arkan-

sas and 50 miles from its mouth. Upon this bluff was

constructed a star fort, with four bastions, upon a square

of 300 feet." 9 Within the fort, there was a total of thir-

teen artillery pieces.

By 10:30 a.m. on 11 January, McClernand's two corps

were in position to attack. Brigadier General Steele's

division, under Sherman, formed the extreme right and Briga-

dier General Stuart's and A. J. Smith's divisions formed

the left.1 0

The Post of Arkansas was commanded by Brigadier General

Thomas J. Churchill. He was informed by outlying pickets

on 9 January of the approach of the enemy. Convinced they

8Reports of McClernand, ibid., pt. 1:702.

9 Report of Brigadier General George W. Morgan of the
expedition against Arkansas Post, or Fort Hindman, Arkan-
sas, 17 January 1863, ibid., p. 721.

1 0 Reports of McClernand, ibid., p. 704.
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planned to attack him, he ordered up all available men.

Nearly 3,000 men were sent to the lower trenches one and

one-fourth miles below Fort Hindman. On 10 January, gun-

boats appeared and commenced to fire on that position.

Defective gun powder prevented the artillery located in the

fort from being of any assistance to the troops stationed in

the lower trenches. As a result, they were recalled to the

fort and the rifle pits located there.1 1

The opposing forces could hardly be called equal in

size or material. Nearly 29,000 men were at the disposal of

McClernand in addition to the gunboats under Admiral Porter,

while Churchill had less than 5,000 men to defend this vital

defense post.1 2

Admiral Porter's gunboats and McClernand's artillery

opened the attack at 1:00 p.m. on 11 January. They fired

continuously for thirty minutes before the infantry began

its attack. The effectiveness of their fire can be deter-

mined from the fact that after three hours of firing only

one six-pound Parrott artillery piece remained in working

order out of the thirteen artillery pieces located in Fort

llReport of Brigadier General Thomas J. Churchill of
the expedition against Arkansas Post, or Fort Hindman,
Arkansas, 6 May 1863, ibid., p. 780.

1 2 Thomas L. Livermore, Numbers and Losses in the Civil
War in America: 1861-1865 (New York: Kraus Reprint Co.,
1969), p. 98.
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Hindman.1 3 The infantry attack began all along the front,

and it resulted in another hard battle for the Army of the

Mississippi. It was a tedious undertaking of clearing rifle

pits and attacking an ably defended position.1 4 Although

the Confederate troops were outnumbered nearly six to one,

Churchill boasted of repulsing two attacks on his right and

eight on his left. This was accomplished with only one

battery of field artillery.1 5

During the battle two gunboats passed up river above

the fort and began a murderous crossfire into Fort Hindman.

At this point, although Churchill's troops were holding their

positions, the Confederate commander encountered a great

surprise.

Several white flags were displayed in the Twenty-fourth
Regiment Texas Dismounted Cavalry, First Brigade, and
before they could be suppressed the enemy took advantage
of them, crowded upon my lines, and not being prevented
by the brigade commander from crossing, as was his
duty, I was forced to the humiliating necessity of
surrendering the balance of the command.1 6

Churchill had hoped to resist until nightfall. If he was

not reinforced by then, he planned to attempt a break out.

13 Report of Churchill, O.R., 1st ser., 17, pt. 1:781;
reports of McClernand, ibid., p. 706.

1 4 Reports of McClernand, ibid., p. 707.

15 Report of Churchill, ibid., p. 781.

16 Ibid.
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Both Colonel Robert R. Garland and Colonel James

Deshler confirmed Churchill's report regarding the raising

of the white flag. Colonel Garland, who was stationed on

the right wing, noted that his men were "taking it in front,

flank, and rear at the same time." At 4:30 p.m., his at-

tention was drawn by the cry "'raise the white flag, by

order of General Churchill; pass the order up the line.'"

Garland saw many being raised to his left in the 24th Texas

Cavalry Dismounted, and the firing had ceased on the left.

He thought the order for surrender had been given.1 7

Around 4:30 p.m. Colonel Deshler, stationed on the

left flank, also noticed white flags or what he perceived as

small unit flags on the right wing. However, he dismissed

it since he knew Churchill had issued no such order for sur-

render and desired to fight on. The enemy's firing ceased

on his front, and Union officers approached and informed

him of the surrender. Deshler declined to surrender at that

moment until he heard from General Churchill. When informed

by Churchill of the capitulation, he had no choice but to

submit also.1 8

1 7 Report of Colonel Robert R. Garland of expedition
against Arkansas Post, or Fort Hindman, Arkansas, and with
application for court of inquiry, undated, ibid., pp. 784-785.

1 8 Report of Colonel James Deshler of expedition against
Arkansas Post, or Fort Hindman, Arkansas, 25 March 1863,
ibid., p. 794. General Morgan of McClernand's command also
noted that "several times, at different parts of the field,
unauthorized white flags were run up and torn down again by
the enemy." Report of Morgan, ibid., p. 724.
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Most of the accounts of the engagement agree that the

battle was over by 4:30 p.m., and the process of boarding

the 4,791 prisoners of war onto the transports and gathering

the spoils of war began soon after.1 9 In his after action

report, General McClernand summed up the spoils as follows:

5,000 prisoners; 17 pieces of cannon, large and small;
10 gun carriages and 11 limbers; 3,000 stand of small-
arms, exclusive of many lost or destroyed; 130 swords;
50 Colt's pistols; 40 cans of powder; 1,650 rounds of
shot, shell, and canister for 10 and 20 pounder Parrott
guns; 375 shells, grapestands, and canister; 46,000
rounds of ammunition for small-arms; 563 animals, to-
gether with a considerable quantity of quartermaster's
and commissary stores, fell into our hands.2 0

However, Vicksburg still remained in the hands of the enemy,

and that was McClernand's primary objective.

The fruits of victory cost the Union army a staggering

amount of casualties, considering the size of the defending

force. The Army of the Mississippi suffered 134 killed,

898 wounded, and only 29 were missing.2 1 Coupled with the

over 1,800 men lost before Vicksburg on 29 December, the

Army of the Mississippi had lost some 3,000 men in two

weeks and had very little to show for it. The losses of

the Confederate command were largely in terms of prisoners

1 9 Report of Major General William T. Sherman of the
expedition against Arkansas Post, or Fort Hindman, Arkan-
sas, with itinerary of the corps 20 December 1862-11 January
1863, 13 January 1863, ibid., p. 757.

2 0 Report of McClernand, ibid., p. 708.

2 1 Return of casualties in the Union forces engaged at
Arkansas Post, Arkansas, 11 January 1863, ibid., p. 719.
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of war, but only sixty were killed and seventy-five to

eighty were wounded.22

Arkansas was now in desperate straits. Although

Marmaduke temporarily forced a halt to Union objectives in

northwest Arkansas, the remainder of the state was open to

invasion. Thomas L. Snead, writing shortly after the war,

remarked

By the disaster in the northwestern part of the State
[Battle of Prairie Grovej and the capture of the Post
of the Arkansas, and through the demoralization con-
sequent upon those events, the fine army which Hindman
had turned over to Holmes on the 12th of August, 1862,
had been reduced within less than five months to about
10,000 effectives, most of which were in camp near
Little Rock.2 3

Furthermore, the Union command did not have to worry

about a full scale invasion of Missouri as the Confederates

were placed on the defensive by the expedition against Arkan-

sas Post. Union commanders were able to strip Arkansas and

Missouri to reinforce Grant at Vicksburg with some 30,000

men, while Holmes could do very little to aid the southern

forces there.2 4

After the attack on Arkansas Post, General Gorman at

Helena added to Holmes' problems by mounting an expedition

2 2 Report of Churchill, ibid., p. 782.

2 3 Thomas L. Snead, "The Conquest of Arkansas," in
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, eds. Robert V. Johnson
and Clarence C. Buel (New York: The Century Company, 1884-
1887), 3:453.

24Ibid., pp. 453-454.
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on the White River also in January of 1863. The expedition

resulted in "the driving of practically all the Confederates

and a good many planters with their slaves up the Arkansas."2 5

The Arkansas State Gazette echoed the low morale and

feelings of the people when it reported the news of the

defeat at Arkansas Post.

The present is a dark day in the history of our state.
On Sunday last the fortification at the Post of Arkan-
sas was attacked by an overwhelming force of infantry
and some six or seven gunboats, and after a stubborn
resistance by the force there (probably about five
thousand men), the place was surrendered, only about
two hundred escaping. . . . The taking of the Post is
an unexpected blow to our people, and one which will
be felt throughout our length and breadth, as it is
the removal of the only impediment offered in our river,
where is good navigable condition to the approaches of
the gunboats.2 6

The fears of invasion from McClernand's army soon passed as

they returned to the Mississippi River and rejoined the

forces being gathered by Grant to complete the capture of

Vicksburg.

Although President Jefferson Davis tried to reassure

the governor of Arkansas that "the defense of the Mississippi

River on both banks has been considered by me as of primary

importance," the governor and the people could not help but

feel abandoned.2 7 Both the Union and Confederate commands

2 5 David Y. Thomas, Arkansas in War and Reconstruction,
1861-1874 (Little Rock: Central Printing Company, 1926),
p. 183.

2 6Arkansas State Gazette, 17 January 1863.

2 7 Jefferson Davis to Harris Flanagin, 3 April 1863,
O.R., 1st ser., 53:865.
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began to view Arkansas and the rest of the Trans-Mississippi

as a very secondary and low priority theater. After Marma-

duke returned from Missouri and McClernand rejoined Grant,

very little action took place in Arkansas until the late

spring and summer. However, continued calls for troops to

be sent out of Arkansas and to Vicksburg were constantly

received by Holmes in Little Rock.

It became obvious that Holmes could not fulfill the

duties as commander of the Trans-Mississippi Department.

Richmond appointed a new commander and in January and February

of 1863 increased the size of the department to include all

the states and territories west of the Mississippi River.28

Lieutenant General E. Kirby Smith was the man chosen to try

to aid Vicksburg and hold the Trans-Mississippi Department

together. He arrived in March of 1863 and started work on

his task.2 9 Holmes was placed in command of the newly

created District of Arkansas.3 0

The entire Union effort was concentrated on Vicksburg

in the spring of 1863. Operations in Arkansas were almost

28 Special Orders No. 11, Adjutant and Inspector General's
Office (Richmond), 14 January 1863, ibid., 22, pt. 2:772;
Special Orders No. 33, Adjutant and Inspector General's
Office (Richmond), 9 February 1863, ibid., p. 787.

29 General Orders No. 1, Trans-Mississippi Department,
7 March 1863, ibid., p. 798.

3 0General Orders No. 23, Trans-Mississippi Department,
18 March 1863, ibid., p. 803.
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at a standstill. The only activity was from Helena, where

numerous scouting expeditions were sent into the interiors

of Arkansas and Mississippi. These too were affected by

the manpower drain caused by the Vicksburg expedition. As

an example, by the end of June there were only 3,883 troops

present for duty at Helena with just thirteen pieces of

artillery. The total number of troops at Helena, both

present and absent from duty, amounted to only 6,532.31

Helena was the main garrison for all of eastern Arkansas

controlled by Union forces, as well as an important defense

point on the Mississippi River.

The only significant offensive action undertaken by

Confederate forces in the spring of 1863 amounted to another

cavalry raid into Missouri by Brigadier General Marmaduke

in April and May. Marmaduke gathered 5,000 men on 17 April

near the Eleven Points River in northern Arkansas and marched

into Missouri. This time Marmaduke raided southeast Missouri

and attacked the Federal strongholds at Cape Girardeau on

the Mississippi River and many other points including Patter-

son, Fredericktown, and Jackson. By the end of April, Union

troops were in pursuit of Marmaduke as he returned to

Arkansas. On 1 May the Confederate cavalry reached Chalk

Bluff near the St. Francis River on the border between

3 1Abstract from return of the Department of the Mis-
souri, 30 June 1863, ibid., p. 300.
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Arkansas and Missouri. Here they turned to face their pur-

suers, in order for the wagons, horses, and artillery to

cross the river safely. Before daybreak on the second, all

had safely crossed and another cavalry raid had been suc-

cessfully concluded. 32

As Grant stepped up his pressure on Vicksburg, requests

for some sort of demonstration to aid Vicksburg or to remove

as many troops as possible to that point were received by

Kirby Smith. Smith, like Holmes, did not want to send any

troops east of the Mississippi River. If they were sent, he

was sure he would never see them again. Instead, a futile

attack would be launched by Holmes in Arkansas against the

Union forces at Helena in an attempt to aid Vicksburg.

In May, J. A. Seddon, Secretary of War for the Confed-

eracy, wrote to Joseph E. Johnston that if he had any com-

munication with Holmes or Price, he should urge them to

consider the "future advantage to the Confederacy by the

attack or, and seizure of, Helena, while all the available

forces of the enemy are being pushed to Grant's aid." These

suggestions were forwarded to Holmes on 13 June by Kirby

Smith, who informed Holmes that it would be up to him to act

as circumstances may justify.33 Even before this, Holmes

3 2 Report of Brigadier General John S. Marmaduke of ex-pedition into Missouri, 20 May 1863, ibid., pt. 1:285-288.

3 3 Reports of Lieutenant General E. Kirby Smith of the
attack on Helena, Arkansas, 10 July 1863, ibid., p. 407.
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had conferred with Major General Sterling Price, who had

returned to Arkansas in the spring after service with Earl

Van Dorn east of the Mississippi River, concerning a possible

attack on Helena. Price felt that the troops were in good

enough condition to justify an attack upon Helena.3 4 Holmes

reported to Kirby Smith, "I believe we can take Helena.

Please let me attack it," and Kirby Smith responded, "most

certainly do it." 3 5 Marching orders were issued on 18 June,

and the movement began which would end in yet another dis-

aster for Holmes and the Arkansas Confederates.3 6

Holmes arrives at Jacksonport, Arkansas, on 16 June

to consult with Price and Marmaduke on the proposed attack.

On 26 June, the march began toward Helena. General Walker,

in charge of a cavalry brigade near Helena, was ordered to

allow no movement into or out of the town. The march of the

Confederate army was extremely slow due to bad roads and

weather. Price was four days late, a delay which gave ample

warning of their approach to the Federals. Holmes' forces

arrived at a point five miles from Helena on the morning

3 4 Theophilus Holmes to Sterling Price, 8 June 1863,
ibid., pt. 2:863; Sterling Price to Theophilus Holmes, 9
June 1863, ibid., p. 863.

3 5Theophilus Holmes to E. Kirby Smith, 15 June 1863,
ibid., pt. 1:407; E. Kirby Smith to Theophilus Holmes, 16
June 1863, ibid., p. 407.

36Special Orders No. Unavailablee, District of Arkan-
sas, 18 June 1863, ibid., pt. 2:877.
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of 3 July. Around 11:00 p.m. or midnight, the southern

troops were in their assigned positions waiting for the at-

tack to begin.3 7

Major General Benjamin M. Prentiss commanded the de-

fenders of Helena. As early as ten days prior to the attack,

he received rumors from both the public and his scouts that

the enemy was collecting forces for an attack upon his posi-

tion. He began by strengthening the defensive position of

Helena. Outlying artillery batteries were erected in com-

manding positions on four bluffs west of town.3 8 In addition

to Prentiss' calls for reinforcements, Admiral Porter had

learned of the expected attack through prisoners of war. He

ordered three gunboats (Tyler, General Bragg, and Hastings)

to proceed to Helena. However, by the day of the attack,

only the Tyler was left, as the other two had to withdraw

because of mechanical problems.3 9

Holmes made the following disposition for the attack

on Helena on 4 July:

The attack on Helena will be made to-morrow
morning at daylight, and as follows:

3 7 Report of Lieutenant General Theophilus Holmes of
the attack on Helena, Arkansas, 14 August 1863, ibid., pt.
1:409-410.

3 8 Report of Major General Benjamin M. Prentiss of the
attack on Helena, Arkansas, 9 July 1863, ibid., pp. 387-388.

3 9 Fletcher Pratt, Civil War on Western Waters (New
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1956), pp. 181-182.
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lst. Major-General Price, in command of McRae's
and Parsons' brigades, will proceed by the best route,
assume position, assault and take Graveyard Hill at
daylight.

2nd. Brigadier-General Walker, with his cavalry
brigade, will, in like manner, proceed to the Sterling
road, where he will hold himself in position to resist
any troops that may approach Rightor Hill; and when
that position is captured, he will enter the town and
act against the enemy as circumstances may justify.

3rd. Brigadier-General Fagan will proceed by the
best route, assume position, and take the battery onHindman Hill at daylight.

4th. Brigadier-General Marmaduke will proceed with
his command by the best route, assume position, and
take Rightor Hill at daylight.4 0

The key word would have to be daylight. Each divisional

commander was left to interpret for himself when daylight

began. As a result, the attack was carried out in a piece-

meal fashion.

As the Confederate troops moved into position on the

night of 3 July, Price felt he was too far forward and his

men might begin the attack too soon. He ordered the advance

halted. Price's division moved in a parallel line with brig-

adier generals McRae and Parson each commanding one brigade.

There was an intervening hill which prevented either brigade

from seeing the movements of the other. As a result, each

brigade waited for the other to get into position before

the assault would begin on Graveyard Hill. It was well

after the attack began on the other fronts before they moved

out. They succeeded, however, in taking their target. Price

had hoped to save time by leaving his artillery behind, due

4 0 Report of Holmes, O.R., 1st ser., 22, pt. 1:409-410.
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to difficult terrain, and using the captured enemy's weapons

after taking his objective. Unfortunately, the Union

forces had "shotwedged" the pieces before abandoning them.

Now Price had to waste further time before he could move on

by bringing up his own artillery. His men suffered terrible

casualties as Union artillery fire was concentrated upon

them from the remaining Federal positions. He decided the

only way to alleviate himself was to aid General Fagan's

movements against the enemy to his right. However, his two

brigades had suffered too greatly (one losing hundreds that

were captured in an unauthorized advance) to be of any as-

sistance. 41

Fagan was less successful than Price. He attempted to

seize the fortifications and rifle pits on Hindman's Hill.

However, each attempt was driven back. The rifle pits were

ultimately carried, but not the "fort." 4 2

Rightor's Hill was the objective assigned to Marmaduke.

His men left for their position on the evening of 3 July;

two miles from the assigned position, however, they found

the entire country obstructed. In addition, they, and their

guides became lost. It was after sunup before they began

their attack. The assault was attempted, but they were

4 1Report of Major General Sterling Price of the attack
on Helena, Arkansas, 13 July 1863, ibid., pp. 413-415.

4 2 Report of Holmes, ibid., p. 410.
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attacked by Federal troops on the Confederate left and in

the rear. Marmaduke held his position from 4:30 a.m. until

11:00 a.m., but received orders to fall back at that time.4 3

Prentiss reported that the attack began around 3:00

a.m., when his pickets were engaged, and by 4:00 a.m. it was

fully in progress. Only battery C on Graveyard Hill was

lost, but it was retaken. As the enemy turned towards bat-

tery D, they became trapped in a deep ravine and were captured.

The gunboat Tyler supported the batteries that were hardest

pressed. By 10:30 a.m. it became obvious the attack was

slowing, and by 2:00 p.m. all firing had ceased.44

General Walker was repeatedly blamed for the failure to

take Helena. Major John Edwards, adjutant to Colonel Joseph

0. Shelby, laid the blame squarely on Walker for not coming

to Marmaduke's aid at Rightor's Hill.4 5 In fact, General

Walker's troops were never engaged during the entire fight.

However, it would appear more likely that the attack failed

due to the exhausted condition of the Confederate troops and

very poor leadership of the commander and his subordinates.

4 3 Report of Brigadier General John S. Marmaduke of the
attack on Helena, Arkansas, 25 July 1863, ibid., pp. 436-
437.

4 4 Report of Prentiss, ibid., pp. 388-389.

4 5 John N. Edwards, Shelby and his Men: or, The War
in the West (Cincinnati: Miami Printing and Publishing
Co.., Print., pp. 166-167.
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Prentiss defended Helena with 4,129 men and suffered

only 239 casualties.4 6 Holmes had hoped to relieve some

pressure from Vicksburg and probably try to restore his

"tarnished reputation." 4 7 He accomplished neither. Vicks-

burg surrendered as Holmes' forces were decimated around

Helena. Holmes brought 7,646 men to attack Helena and lost

175 killed, 645 wounded, and 772 missing (most of whom were

captured). 4 8  The casualties represented twenty-one per cent

of his force. As the Confederate forces retired towards

Little Rock, many more men were lost to desertion. Holmes

himself stepped down from command of the district, and

Sterling Price replaced him.49

Holmes in Arkansas or the Trans-Mississippi Department

did not have the ability or materials to relieve Vicksburg

directly. They did have the ability to help relieve the pres-

sure and cause Grant further problems. As early as the previous

winter, raids on the troops and supplies moving down the

Mississippi River could have compelled Grant, as did the

-6Return of casualties in the Union forces, in theattack on Helena, Arkansas, 4 July 1863, O.R., 1st ser. 22,
pt. 1:390.

4 7Albert Castel, General Sterling Price and the CivilWar in the West (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1968), p. 152.

4 8 Report of Holmes, O.R., 1st ser., 22, pt. 1:412.
4 9 Reports of Major General Sterling Price of operations,24 July-25 September 1863, 20 November 1863, ibid., p. 520.
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Forrest-Van Dorn raids in Mississippi, to seek yet another

route by which to attack Vicksburg. This would have added

greatly not only to Grant's problems but, more importantly,

also to the Lincoln administration's problems of dealing

with a war weary nation faced with yet another defeat. How-

ever, by July 1863, Holmes and the Trans-Mississippi Depart-

ment were too weak in quality subordinant and commanding

officers, men, equipment, and food to operate effectively

in aiding the Confederate army trapped in Vicksburg.5 0

With the capture of Vicksburg, the Union forces had

succeeded in splitting the Confederacy in two. Major General

Grant began to look for new objectives, one of which was

Little Rock, the capital of Arkansas. However, the majority

of his troops were greatly fatigued or worn down by casual-

ties from the long and deadly seige just concluded. The

only troops available were from Major General Stephen A.

Hurlbut's 16th Army Corps. Grant sent Kimball's division to

participate in the forthcoming campaign.5 1 To command the

expedition, Grant chose Major General Frederick Steele, who

had seen service in the Missouri and Arkansas area since

5 0 Jack B. Scroggs and Donald E. Reynolds, "Arkansas
and the Vicksburg Campaign," Civil War History 5(1959):401.

5 1 Ulysses S. Grant to Stephen A. Hurlbut, 24 July
1863, O.R., 1st ser., 24, pt. 3:550.
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Wilson's Creek.5 2 Both the troops and their commander were

sent to Helena, where the campaign was to originate.

In conjunction with the forces being gathered at

Helena, Major General John Schofield, the commander of the

Department of the Missouri, was to send additional cavalry

forces under Brigadier General Davidson from Missouri.5 3 To

prepare the way for Davidson and the expedition under Steele,

Hurlbut sent additional orders to Prentiss at Helena to open

communications with Davidson and establish a depot of sup-

plies on the White River near Clarendon.5 4

The Confederate forces west of the Mississippi River

were now isolated from the remainder of the Confederacy.

Kirby Smith had only 30,000 men to defend Texas, Louisiana,

Arkansas, and the Indian Territory from over 80,000 Union

invaders. More than 700 miles separated Holmes in Arkansas

and Taylor in Louisiana.5 5

President Jefferson Davis wrote urgently to his friend

Holmes to hold onto the Arkansas River valley. He realized

5 2 Special Orders No. 203, Department of Tennessee, 27July 1863, ibid., p. 553.

5 3 John Schofield to Stephen A. Hurlbut, 30 July 1863,
ibid., 22, pt. 2:409.

5 4Stephen A. Hurlbut to Benjamin M. Prentiss, 30 July1863, ibid., pp. 409-410.

5 5 Report of Lieutenant General E. Kirby Smith ofoperations, 7 March 1863-21 February 1864, 14 November 1864,
ibid., pt. 1:25.
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the situation looked very bleak, but food stuffs grown in

the valley were needed to feed the army and the citizens of

the country.5 6 Seeking to reassure Governor Flanagin, Davis

reemphasized the importance of Arkansas to the Confederacy.

Although it appeared that Kirby Smith proposed to surrender

the Arkansas River valley, the president assured the governor

that Smith realized its importance and every effort would

be made to hold onto it.5 7

Steele assumed command of the forces on 5 August, and

five days later the expedition left Helena.5 8 Steele's com-

mand arrived at Clarendon on 17 August, where it joined with

Davidson's cavalry. The rebels fell back towards Little

Rock without giving battle in the initial phases of the ex-

pedition. By 23 August, Devall's Bluff was reached where

transports and gunboats carried the sick and military stores

across the White River. A hospital for the sick and a sup-

ply depot were also established there. The advance continued

with Davidson leading the way and skirmishing with Marma-

duke's cavalry as they approached Little Rock. Additional

5 6 Jefferson Davis to Theophilus Holmes, 15 July 1863,
ibid., 53:881.

5 7 Jefferson Davis to Harris Flanagin, 15 July 1863,
ibid., 22, pt. 2:931-933.

5 8General Orders No. 1, [Arkansas Expedition}, 5
August 1863, ibid., p. 432; reports of Major General Frederick
Steele of the advance of the Union forces upon Little Rock,
Arkansas, 12 September 1863, ibid., pt. 1:475.



reinforcements arrived on 1 September and all available

forces reached Brownsville by 2 September.59

After the Confederate forces returned to Little Rock

from the attack on Helena, Sterling Price reported as the

new commander of the district on 24 July. Almost immediately,

reports began to arrive indicating an impending Union ad-

vance upon Little Rock. Price ordered Frost at Pine Bluff

to fall back to Little Rock, and he moved General Fagan to

Bayou Meto, twelve miles northeast of Little Rock. Marma-

duke was sent to Jacksonport to observe and retard the

advance of Federal troops from Missouri, and Walker was

ordered to watch for movements around Helena. Requests

were sent to Kirby Smith for reinforcements, and intrench-

ments were started around Little Rock. Military stores were

transferred from Little Rock to Arkadelphia. This proved to

be a wise decision, as there was little transportation

available. Much more would have been lost if Price had

waited until he evacuated Little Rock to move the supplies.

The Confederate forces in the field fell slowly back towards

Little Rock, making only a brief stand at Bayou Meto on 27

August. 60

Yet another grave crisis faced the citizens of Little

Rock and the state government. The local newspaper called

5 9 Reports of Steele, ibid., pp. 475-476.
6 0 Report of Price of operations, ibid., pp. 520-521.
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for every man to defend his family and take up arms. "Our

soldiers are brave and true and confident of their ability

to defend the place and repel the enemy. But the stronger

our force the greater are our chances for entire, complete

victory. "61

The majority of the intrenchments around Little Rock

lay on the north side of the Arkansas River. This was the

direction from which Price concluded the attack would come.

To defend Little Rock, Price had approximately 8,000 men.

To add to his troubles, Union forces had also advanced

against Monroe, Louisiana, threatening his supply base at

Camden, Arkansas. In the Indian Territory, Confederate

Brigadier General William Steele was forced to fall back

before superior forces, and in Arkansas Brigadier General

Cabell evacuated Fort Smith.6 2

After arriving at Brownsville, Frederick Steele had to

choose a route by which to assault Little Rock. After two

days of discussion and reconnaissance, he settled upon a

road leading by Shallow Ford and Ashley's Mills to the Arkan-

sas River. This would bring him to the right of the enemy's

fortifications and below Little Rock. The march was resumed

on 6 September, and by the seventh the Arkansas River was

6 1Arkansas State Gazette, 29 August 1863.

6 2 Report of Price of operations, O.R., 1st ser., 22,
pt. 1:521.
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reached near Ashley's Mills. In the next two days, more

reconnaissance was conducted to determine a plan of attack.

Davidson was directed to lay the pontoon bridge at an
elegible point, throw his division across the Arkansas
River and move directly on Little Rock, threatening
the enemy's right flank and rear, while I moved with
the rest of the force on the north bank and assailed
the right of his works.6 3

On the morning of the tenth, the pontoon bridge was

laid, and Davidson crossed two regiments of infantry and

additional cavalry. Only slight resistance was offered near

Bayou Fourche, but Union artillery fire from the opposite

bank drove the rebels away. Steele now advanced on Little

Rock in two columns, one on each side of the river. As

they approached Little Rock, smoke rose from the city.

Price evacuated the city and burned his pontoon bridges,

six steamboats, and all railroad cars. However, the old

United States arsenal at Little Rock was not destroyed. The

Union cavalry was too exhausted to pursue the enemy until

the next day; by then it was too late. Municipal authori-

ties surrendered the city on the evening of 10 September.6 4

A lack of sufficient forces prevented Price from

adequately guarding the crossings over the Arkansas River

below Little Rock. On 31 August, Price ordered General

Walker to the south side of the river ten to twelve miles

below Little Rock to assume command of all cavalry forces

63 Reports of Steele, ibid., p. 476.

64 Ibid., pp. 476-477.
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south of the river. It was not until 9 September that in-

trenchments were begun on the south side of the river. On

the morning of the tenth, news arrived of the enemy's cros-

sing, and Price quickly realized it was futile to resist

and began his retreat. He ordered Marmaduke to stop the

enemy until the infantry and the artillery were safely out

of Little Rock, and then to cover the retreat. The infantry

began to leave at 11:00 a.m. and the city was evacuated by

5:00 p.m. By 14 September, they arrived at Arkadelphia where

Holmes resumed command of the District of Arkansas on 25

September.65

The taking of Little Rock was not a campaign of large

and bloody engagements but, rather, one of minor clashes and,

most importantly, one of movement. Also, Price decided not

to be trapped like Pemberton had been at Vicksburg, with a

resulting long, costly seige.6 6

6 5 Report of Price of operations, ibid., p. 522; GeneralOrders No. 43, District of Arkansas, 25 September 1863,ibid., pt. 2:1027. On 6 September, brigadier generals L. M.Walker and John S. Marmaduke fought a duel arising fromWalker's performance at Helena. Walker was killed, andMarmaduke and the seconds of both individuals were placedunder arrest by Price. However, under the circumstances
of the impending attack by Union forces, Marmaduke was re-leased. Eventually all charges were dropped, and he wasplaced in command of all cavalry forces. Addenda by SterlingPrice, 25 November 1863, to the report of Colonel ArchibaldS. Dobbin of skirmish at Ashley's Mills, and engagement atBayou Fourche, 19 November 1863, ibid., pt. 1:525-526.

6 6 John Gould Fletcher, Arkansas (Chapel Hill: Univer-sity of North Carolina Press, 1947), p. 178.
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The loss of the state capital was another blow to the

rebel cause in Arkansas. As historian David Thomas remarked,

The moral effect of the loss of the capital, which
the Confederates were never again to occupy, was very
great on the people of Arkansas, perhaps greater than
the defeats at Gettysburg and Vicksburg were to the
Confederacy. A good many now took the oath of alle-
giance and asked for the establishment of a loyal
government, but the vast majority were still determined
to 'carry on.' 67

Coupled with the loss of Little Rock were two setbacks

further west on the Arkansas River. General Blunt moved

back into the Indian Territory to take Fort Gibson and Fort

Smith, Arkansas.6 8 With the loss of these two forts, Con-

federate supporters north of the Arkansas River, both in

Arkansas and the Indian Territory, were cut off from their

base of supply and help.6 9

With the capture of Little Rock and Fort Smith, most

of northern and eastern Arkansas was firmly in Union hands.

The remainder of the year was summed up by Major General

Schofield:

the time has been chiefly employed in perfecting
communications including repair of the railroad to
Devall's Bluff, the fortification of Little Rock, and

6 7 Thomas, Arkansas in War, p. 219.

6 8 Report of Major General James G. Blunt of action at
Devil's Backbone, or Backbone Mountain, Arkansas, 3 Septem-
ber 1863, O.R., 1st ser., 22, pt. 1:601; report of Brigadier
General W. L. Cabell including operations 17 July-14 Septem-
ber 1863, ibid., pp. 604-608.

6 9 Lary C. Rampp and Donald L. Rampp, The Civil War in
the Indian Territory (Austin: Presidial Press, 1975), p. 53.
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the occupation of points necessary to the security ofthe Arkansas River as a line of defense, and in pre-paration for an advance to the Red River as soon asGeneral Banks' operations should justify.7 0

The majority of the fall was taken over with recon-

naissance and patrol work by both sides. Numerous cavalry

raids were also conducted. The most serious was a third

Missouri raid. This time it was led by Joseph 0. Shelby.

Shelby left from Arkadelphia on 22 September and headed

north. His first engagement was in Franklin County, Arkan-

sas, near Moffat's Station. Like Marmaduke before him,

Shelby avoided large scale engagements and raised as much

havoc as he could. By 24 October Shelby was again in Arkan-

sas fighting two engagements near the Buffalo Mountains and

in Johnson County.7 1

The only other significant action in Arkansas occurred

at Pine Bluff on 25 October. Marmaduke attempted to raid

and destroy the military stores there. Pine Bluff was de-

fended by Colonel Powell Clayton of the 5th Kansas Cavalry.

He received word of Marmaduke's advance and blockaded the

streets around the courthouse and formed his artillery and

sharpshooters to command all the approaches.7 2 Marmaduke

7 0 Report of Major General John Schofield of operations,24 May-10 December 1863, 10 December 1863, O.R., 1st ser.,22, pt. 1:14.

7 1 Reports of Colonel Joseph 0. Shelby of operations,22 September-3 November 1863, 16 November 1863, ibid.,
pp. 670-679.

72 Report of Colonel Powell Clayton of action at PineBluff, Arkansas, 27 October 1863, ibid., pp. 723-724.
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was unsuccessful in his initial attack and quickly realized

it would cost him dearly to try to take the barricades

erected by Clayton. Marmaduke broke off the engagement and

retired.73

In the fall of 1863, the Confederate forces in Arkansas

began to recover from the defeats suffered earlier in the

year. By November, J. P. Johnson, the assistant adjutant

and inspector general for the Trans-Mississippi Department,

reported to Richmond, that

The morale of the army has greatly improved in the
last month, and the ranks are again filling up slowly.
The retreat from the valley of the Arkansas was very
demoralizing to the army, and a great many desertions
occurred; this has all stopped now. The soldiers are
well fed, and the clothing generally good.74

As the year came to a close, Steele was urged to move

forward and take the remainder of the state. However, he

felt he could not advance for fear the enemy was too strong

and they might fall in behind him and again raid Missouri.7 5

In 1864, Steele would move forward as part of the Red

River Campaign attempting to clear Arkansas of all remaining

Confederate troops. It would result in a disaster for the

Union commanders and welcomed victories for the Confederacy.

7 3Report of Brigadier General John S. Marmaduke of
action at Pine Bluff, Arkansas, 26 October 1863, ibid., p. 730.

74 J. P. Johnson to Samuel Cooper, 6 November 1863, ibid.,
pt. 2:1060.

7 5Frederick Steele to John Schofield, 3 December 1863,
ibid., 53:588-589.



CHAPTER IV

THE CAMDEN EXPEDITION AND

THE MISSOURI RAID

After two and a half years of war, Arkansas was split

into two halves with the Arkansas River as the boundary line.

The Union forces controlled the capital and the area north

and east of the river, and the Confederate troops controlled

the area south and west. The citizens suffered at the hands

of both friend and foe. What the occupation troops, North

and South, did not take, "bushwackers" and guerilla bands

did. During the year of 1864, the people living on either

side of the river could not expect relief as both armies

would carry out offensive movements across the river.

During the winter of 1863-1864, both the Union and

Confederate authorities made changes in the command struc-

tures. The northern military command designated the state

of Arkansas as a separate military department in January

1864, and Major General Frederick Steele was named as the

commander of the new department and its 7th Army Corps. The

new department consisted of the entire state except for Fort

Smith which was placed in the Department of Kansas.1 In

lGeneral Orders No. 4, United States War Department, 6January 1864, R. N. Scott et al., eds., War of the Rebellion:a Compilation of the Official Records of the~Union and
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addition to these changes, Major General William S. Rosecrans

was placed in command of the Department of the Missouri re-

placing Major General John Schofield.2

Confederate Arkansas was commanded by Theophilus Holmes.

However, with each passing day, Holmes was less able to

function effectively as the commander of the District of

Arkansas. In a report to Richmond, Kirby Smith stated "in

Arkansas the efficiency of the district commander is impaired

by the loss of confidence of the army and people; time also

tells upon him, lessening his activity and impairing his

",3memory. . . . Holmes eventually realized he could not con-

tinue and requested to be relieved of his duties in February.4

In March, Holmes was relieved of command, and Sterling Price

took over once again.5

Little military activity had taken place in Arkansas

since the previous September, when the state capital had

Confederate Armies, 130 vols. (Washington: Government Print-
ing Office, 1880-1901), 1st ser., 34, pt. 2:34 (hereafter
cited as O.R.); Henry W. Halleck to Frederick Steele, 7
January 1864, ibid., pp. 41-42.

2 General Orders No. 28, United States War Department,
22 January 1864, ibid., p. 129.

3E. Kirby Smith to Jefferson Davis, 20 January 1864,
ibid., pp. 895-896.

4 Theophilus Holmes to Samuel S. Anderson, 1 February
1864, ibid., p. 935.

5 Special Orders No. 60, Trans-Mississippi Department,
11 March 1864, ibid., p. 1034; Edward Cunningham to Theophilus
Holmes, 12 March 1864, ibid., p. 1036.
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fallen to Steele's advance. The Union forces patrolled the

Arkansas River line and garrisoned the major towns along the

river and in the interior. However, the countryside belonged

to the guerilla units. Some were loyal to the Confederacy,

but often they were loyal only to themselves. Nevertheless,

the guerilla bands caused constant irritation to the occupa-

tion forces, necessitating numerous patrols and constant

vigil against surprise raids on storage facilities, railroads,

and steamboats. The various district commanders reported to

Steele throughout January and February of the efforts to rid

the countryside of these bands.6 These efforts met with

little success, and the guerilla problem continued to plague

Steele through the remainder of the year.

In January Steele received correspondence from the

commander of the Department of the Gulf, Nathaniel Banks, dis-

cussing a proposed move on the Red River line held by Kirby

Smith. Banks felt this would be the most effective means for

6 See reports of Colonel Robert R. Livingston of opera-tions in northeastern Arkansas, 1-30 January 1864, 26 and 30January 1864, ibid., pt. 1:59-62; report of Brigadier GeneralJohn B. Sanborn of operations in northwestern Arkansas, 16January-15 February 1864, 19 February 1864, ibid., pp. 86-87;report of Captain Charles O'Connell of expedition from Hele-na up the White River, Arkansas, 7 February 1864, ibid., 126-127; report of Captain Charles O'Connell of expedition from
Helena up the Saint Francis River, Arkansas, 15 February 1864,ibid., pp. 143-144; report of Colonel Robert R. Livingston ofcapture of wagon train at Waugh's Farm, near Batesville,
Arkansas, 21 February 1864, ibid., p. 147; report of MajorEagleton Carmichael of expedition from Helena up the WhiteRiver, Arkansas, 26 February 1864, ibid., pp. 148-149.
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the defense of Louisiana and Arkansas. After taking the Red

River line, further operations could be planned for the taking

of Texas. The proposal called for Banks to move his forces

up the Red River in Louisiana, while Steele was to proceed

across the Arkansas River to clear southwest Arkansas of Con-

federate troops and join Banks at Shreveport.7 Additional

troops were to be transferred from General Sherman's forces

for use by Banks in Louisiana. With the cooperation of Steele

in Arkansas and the troops from Sherman, Banks felt the "suc-

cess of the movements on that line might be made certain and

important. "8

The campaign's final plan called for a two-prong move-

ment against Kirby Smith's headquarters at Shreveport. Banks

would proceed up the Red River as already detailed with

10,000 men from Sherman's army and 15,000 to 17,000 from his

own department. Providing cover for the operation would be

the navy's river gunboats. One of the hazards of the pro-

posed movement was the water level of the Red River. If the

water level fell, then the gunboats could not continue to

use the waterway, thus jeopardizing the expedition. In the

other prong of the movement, Steele was to contribute some

15,000 men. This would mean a movement of 35,000 to 37,000

7Nathaniel Banks to Frederick Steele, 25 January 1864,ibid., pt. 2:149-150.

8Reports of Major General Nathaniel P. Banks of RedRiver Campaign, 6 April 1865, ibid., pt. 1:194-195.
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men against the Confederate forces at Shreveport. Banks

hoped that by May they would meet in Shreveport.9

As early as August 1863, Kirby Smith received information

which led him to conclude that an operation on the Red River

was planned against him. He felt that only General Rosecran's

defeat at Chickamauga, Georgia, by Longstreet and Bragg in

September, delayed the operation. He used this reprieve to

strengthen his defenses. The lower Red River was fortified,

and defensive works were erected around Shreveport and Camden,

Arkansas. Depots of supplies were established on the lines

of communication between the Red River valley and the troops

serving in Arkansas and Texas. Kirby Smith hoped to be able

to consolidate his troops as quickly as possible by using

these depots and thereby be ready to deal with the invading

forces.10

The campaign began on 13 March as Banks' forces, bol-

stered by Sherman's 10,000 men under General A. J. Smith,

left Franklin, Louisiana, and moved up the Red River. Fort

De Russy was captured on the fourteenth, and Alexandria fell

on the sixteenth. Here the first of many problems with the

gunboats occurred. The water level fell and the gunboats

were unable to move for over ten days. In addition, 3,000 men

9 Ibid., pp. 195-196.

1 0 Reports of Lieutenant General E. Kirby Smith of Red
River Campaign, 11 June 1864, ibid., p. 478.
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were recalled back to Vicksburg. Banks made Alexandria a

depot of supplies, forcing him to leave 3,000 additional men

behind to guard it. Thus 6,000 men were left behind or re-

moved in the first week of the campaign. The troops moved on

without the gunboats, taking Henderson's Hill on 21 March.

For the next week, steady progress was made, and Natchitoches,

some eighty miles upstream from Alexandria was reached on 3

April.1 1

When news reached Kirby Smith of Banks' movements, he

began to concentrate his troops to repel the invasion. His

need was for infantry troops to oppose the Red River force.

To obtain the necessary numbers, he stripped Arkansas and

Texas of all the infantry troops he could gather. To Price

in Arkansas, who was left with only cavalry forces to oppose

Steele, Smith suggested that Price should

Retard the enemy's advance. Operate on their communi-cations with your cavalry if practicable. Time iseverything with us. Do not risk a general action unlesswith advantage to yourself. You fall back toward re-
enforcements.12

Due to the nature of the Union movement in two columns,

it would be possible for Kirby Smith to achieve a numerical

superiority against either of the columns by concentrating

his forces. Smith had available for duty approximately 25,000

to 35,000 troops in the Trans-Mississippi Department. Since

1 1 Reports of Banks, ibid., pp. 197-198.
12E. Kirby Smith to Sterling Price, 27 March 1864, ibid.,pt. 2:1095.
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neither column numbered more than this, it would be possible

to draw the enemy close enough to the gathering forces and

then deal with them separately.1 3 By April, the troops in

Louisiana, under Major General (later Lieutenant General)

Richard Taylor, were ready to stop Banks' forward movement.

Up to Natchitoches, the Confederates gave ground before

the Union advance. Numerous prisoners had been taken at Fort

De Russy and Alexandria, but no major or decisive engagement

had occurred. On 6 April the movement began again for Shreve-

port via the Pleasant Hill and Mansfield Road. On 7 April,

near Pleasant Hill, several engagement occurred as the Con-

federate resistance stiffened. On the eighth, Banks renewed

the attack, pushing the Confederates to within three miles of

Mansfield. Taylor chose Mansfield as the point at which to

stop the Union movement. Around 4:30 p.m. a general attack

was made along the line by General Taylor, compelling the

Union troops to fall back towards their reinforcements under

generals Franklin and Cameron. Taylor was not to be denied

as his troops smashed through the new yankee line and routed

the Union forces. The Confederates captured ten artillery

pieces and a cavalry supply train. As Banks described it:

"repeated efforts were made to reform the troops and resist

1 3 Abstract from return of Trans-Mississippi Department,
1 January 1864, ibid., p. 814; Richard B. Irwin, "The Red
River Campaign," in Battles and Leaders of the Civil War,
eds. Robert V. Johnson and Clarence C. Buel (New York: The
Century Company, 1884-1887), 4:349.
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the advance of the enemy; but though their progress was

checked, it was without permanent success. "1 4

Brigadier General Emory formed a new line near Pleasant

Grove which was fifteen miles from Pleasant Hill. This line

finally checked Taylor's attack. More reinforcements for

Banks arrived on the ninth; however, the attack by Taylor was

renewed around 5:00 p.m. He did not meet with the same suc-

cess as the previous day, for his forces suffered a very bloody

repulse. After the battle on the ninth, Banks held a general

consultation with his staff and decided to retire down the

river. What started as a slow retirement turned into a full

scale retreat to the Mississippi River. By May, the forces,

both North and South, in Louisiana had returned to basically

the same position they occupied before March.1 5 With Banks'

retirement down the Red River, Kirby Smith was now able to

turn all his forces and confront Steele in Arkansas.

By March, Steele had begun preparations for his move on

Shreveport but was forced to advise Banks that he could only

bring 7,000 men from Little Rock due to the numerous out-

posts he had to protect. The route selected for his advance

did not meet with his liking; nevertheless, he would cooperate.1 6

14 Reports of Banks, O.R., 1st ser., 34, pt. 1:199-200.

15 Ibid., pp. 201-218.

1 6Frederick Steele to Nathaniel Banks, 10 March 1864,
ibid., pt. 2:542.
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Words of encouragement to Steele also came from General

Halleck in Washington. "I advise that you proceed to co-

operate in the movements of Banks and Sherman on Shreveport,

unless General Grant orders differently."1 7

To gather the necessary troops to participate in the

campaign, Steele called on Brigadier General John M. Thayer

at Fort Smith. He requested that Thayer bring all available

troops, leaving only a guard sufficient for the protection of

the fort. They were to meet at Arkadelphia and from there

move on Shreveport.1 8 Thayer replied that he would bring

2,600 infantry, 1,200 cavalry, 4 mountain howitizers, and

2-6 gun batteries.1 9

Although Banks began his phase of the operation on 13

March, it was ten days later before Steele began his. At

first the going was slow and the terrain was difficult to

transverse with the poor mounts with which he had been sup-

plied. As Steele advanced, the Confederate forces withdrew

carrying out Kirby Smith's orders of harassing and slowing

the enemy's advance without risking a major engagement. How-

ever, small fights took place at Mount Elba, Monticello, and

1 7 Henry W. Halleck to Frederick Steele, 13 March 1864,
ibid., p. 587.

18 Francis H. Manter to John M. Thayer, 17 March 1864,
ibid., p. 638.

1 9John M. Thayer to Francis H. Manter, 18 March 1864,
ibid., p. 647.
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Long View. Rain, bad roads, and the failure to link up with

Thayer as scheduled caused further delays. Steele hoped to

deceive the enemy as to his true line of march by feignting

towards Washington and thereby drawing the enemy away from

their stronghold at Camden, his real target. After the Con-

federates realized their mistake, Price rushed a small cavalry

force into Camden while he pursued and attacked Steele from

behind. Steele had no difficulty in pushing the cavalry

force out of Camden and took the town on 15 April.2 0

Steele considered Camden the first town in Arkansas in

terms of strategic and commercial values. It was located on

a good river, the Ouachita, which might be used to resupply

him. After receiving supplies, Steele planned to push on to

the Red River.2 1 Unknown to him at the time, Banks had been

defeated, and now he would face the full weight of Kirby

Smith's troops. Je was now trapped and, as one Confederate

officer stated

In a bend of the Washita Ouachita] river, surrounded
by a country exhausted of supplies, hemmed in by swamps
and bayous, and invested by troops holding all the roads
available for forage, the position must have been any-
thing but pleasant for General Steele, and only chosen
because forced upon him.2 2

2 0 Reports of Major General Frederick Steele of Camden
Expedition, 27 and 31 March and 7 and 17 April 1864, ibid.,
pt. 1:659-661.

2 1 Ibid., pp. 661-662.

2 2 John N. Edwards, Shelby and his Men: or, The War in
the West (Cincinnati: Miami Printing and Publishing Co.,
Print., 1867), p. 269.
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As Kirby Smith concentrated his infantry troops to deal

with Banks, Price was left with only several thousand cavalry

troops to harass and impede the Union advance in Arkansas.

To aid Price's efforts, Smith ordered the Indian Territory

stripped of its few remaining troops by ordering Brigadier

General Samuel B. Maxey, who was in charge of the forces

there, to cooperate with Price.2 3

Price could do little but fall back before Steele's

advance. Price ordered his cavalry, under Marmaduke and

Shelby, to harass the enemy's front and rear. They caused

numerous casualties and delays but were unable to stop Steele

by themselves. By 11 April Steele was confronted with Price's

position at Prairie D'ane. Price withdrew to a stronger

position only eight miles from Washington. He hoped to draw

Steele into a position from which he could inflict consider-

able damage and possibly destroy or capture the Union supply

train. The next day revealed Steele headed not towards Price,

but instead towards Camden. Price pursued and attacked

Steele's rear guard, while he sent Marmaduke and Shelby to

Camden. They were unable to offer little more than token re-

sistance as Steele easily took Camden. However, Price had

seen to the removal of "all the stores and public property"

2 3 William R. Boggs to Samuel B. Maxey, 28 March 1864,
O.R., 1st ser., 34, pt. 2:1096.
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as early as 5 April. 2 4  Steele captured a city destitute of

the means to feed and supply his army.

By 10 April Smith decided that Banks was in full retreat,

and the country below Natchitoches could not support either

a retreat or a pursuit. Smith ordered the infantry turned

back toward Steele in Arkansas. Only a small force would re-

main in Louisiana to annoy and hasten Banks' retreat.2 5

Price received instructions on 12 April to prevent any commu-

nications between Banks and Steele. Smith hoped to prevent

Steele from learning that Banks had been defeated thereby

drawing Steele deeper into the interior and closer to the

infantry coming up from Louisiana.2 6 Although the troops

were exhausted, they still had 200 miles separating them from

Camden. On 14 April Smith started three infantry divisions

to Price's support.2 7

Steele needed supplies and reinforcements quickly. On

17 April Thayer ordered Colonel James M. Williams of the 1st

Kansas Colored Infantry to leave Camden on the Washington

road with 695 men and 198 forage wagons. They were to gather

2 4 Report of Major General Sterling Price of Camden Ex-
pedition, unavailable May 1864, ibid.,, pt. 1:780-781.

2 5 Report of Smith, ibid., p. 480.

2 6 Samuel S. Anderson to Sterling Price, 12 April 1864,
ibid., pt. 3:761.

27E. Kirby Smith to Sterling Price, 14 April 1864,
ibid., p. 766.
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as much forage as possible. Williams proceeded eighteen

miles out of Camden and from there sent his men off the road

to bring in the supplies. On the eighteenth he began his

return towards Camden, continuing to gather forage. On the

road, he met reinforcements from Camden, bringing his troops

to 875 infantry, 285 cavalry, and 4 artillery pieces. Dis-

aster was about to strike Colonel Williams and his command.

About twelve miles from Camden, near Poison Spring, the

Confederates waited in ambush. The southerners attacked from

both flanks and quickly routed the Union troops. One-half of

his immediate command were killed and wounded in the contest.

The Negro troops accounted for themselves well by resisting

for as long as possible. No quarter was given to them by the

attacking Confederate troops, as many wounded men were killed.

The attack began around 10:00 a.m. and lasted for four hours.

The remenants of Colonel Williams' command made their way

back to Camden and arrived there by 11:00 p.m. that night.

The entire train, all the supplies, and the artillery pieces

were lost.28

On 17 April information concerning the Union foraging

expedition out of Camden was received in the Confederate

camp. Preparations were immediately begun to attack the

forage train on its return to Camden. Marmaduke was sent with

all the available troops and arrived at a point on the old

2 8 Report of Colonel James M. Williams of engagement at
Poison Spring, -24 April 1864, ibid., pt. 1:743-746.
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Military Road EWashington Road] and made his dispositions

near Poison Spring. Brigadier General Maxey, who was

Marmaduke's senior in rank, then arrived; he relinquished

the command to Marmaduke since he had already started to

dispose the troops and had a better knowledge of the terrain.

Marmaduke suggested "that his [Maxey's] whole force be dis-

mounted and placed on the left, his division forming a line

nearly at a right angle with my line, which was perpendicular

to and across the main road to Camden." Maxey's troops were

to move forward, engage the enemy, and turn the enemy's

flank away from Marmaduke. After the enemy had engaged his

entire force, then Marmaduke would open with his artillery

and attack all along his front.29  The troops commanded by

Maxey were almost entirely composed of Indians. John Edwards

felt they were certainly suited for the role of creating a

diversion.

They were Indians, and about as well fitted for a noisy
demonstration, such as they were required to make now,
as for any other movement in the art of war, unless,
indeed, we except the plundering of a beaten field, and
their skill approached absolute and exquisite per-
fection.30

As the federals approached, Maxey's troops moved forward,

and the enemy turned to face him. At this point Marmaduke's

artillery opened up and it was quickly over. Marmaduke

2 9 Reports of Brigadier General John S. Marmaduke of
Camden Expedition, 21 April 1864, ibid., pp. 818-819.

3 0Edwards, p. 274.
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ordered the reserves forward to finish off the fleeing yankees;

but, General Maxey countermanded the order and resumed com-

mand. Maxey feared an attack from the rear (Camden) and/or

the loss of the newly captured supply train. The train was

then collected and moved back to safety.3 1

Kirby Smith arrived at Price's headquarters near Wood-

lawn, Arkansas, on 19 April. On 20 April Churchill's and

Parsons' infantry divisions also arrived. With the arrival

of these forces, Smith now made preparations to either dis-

lodge Steele and send him back to Little Rock or destroy

him. Brigadier General Fagan and his cavalry division were

sent on the nineteenth to cross the Ouachita River to operate

against Little Rock and supply lines to Steele.3 2

Although the Red River Expedition was in a state of

shambles after Pleasant Hill and Mansfield, Banks still hoped

to accomplish his mission if he could only join forces with

Steele.3 3 However, Steele knew that reinforcements were on

the way to Price, and when he replied to Banks' communication,

he stated that he must stay in Arkansas. Steele had to pro-

tect the state and deal with Price before he could come to

3 1 Reports of Marmaduke, Camden, O.R., 1st ser., 34, pt.
1:819-820; see also report of Brigadier General Samuel B.
Maxey of engagement at Poison Spring, 23 April 1864, ibid.,
pp. 842-844.

32 Report of Price, Camden, ibid., p. 781.

3 3Nathaniel Banks to Frederick Steele, 15 April 1864,
ibid., pt. 3:161-162.
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the relief of Banks. 34 With the loss of the forage train at

Poison Spring, Steele was even more in need of supplies. As

early as 10 April, Steele had requested supplies be sent from

Pine Bluff via the Camden-Pine Bluff Road.3 5  Steele's sur-

vival now depended on the arrival of those supplies from

Pine Bluff. Unfortunately, they were never to arrive.

After receiving his orders, General Fagan took the Con-

federate cavalry on 22 April around Camden and proceeded to

carry out his orders. "I was to cross the Ouachita, inter-

rupt the enemy's line of communication toward Arkansas River,

destroy his supplies, & c." 3 6 Brigadier General Shelby's

unit was already operating in the area, and his spies pro-

vided vital information to General Fagan concerning the

approach of the supply train from Pine Bluff.3 7

On the twenty-fourth, Fagan marched his troops, now

joined by Shelby, so as to be in position to intercept the

train at a point where a side road intersected the Camden-Pine

3 4 Frederick Steele to Nathaniel Banks, 23 April 1864,
ibid., pp. 267-268.

3 5William D. Green to William T. Sherman, 10 April 1864,
ibid., p. 116.

36 Report of Brigadier General James F. Fagan of action
at Mark 's Mills, 7 May 1864, ibid., pt. 1:788. Kirby Smith
ordered Fagan to destroy the supplies at Little Rock, Pine
Bluff, and Devall's Bluff. Fagan was then to place himself
in between Steele and Little Rock. Report of E. Kirby Smith,
ibid., p. 481.

37 Reports of Brigadier General Joseph 0. Shelby of Cam-
den Expedition, 3 May 1864, ibid., p. 835; report of Fagan,
ibid., p. 788.
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Bluff Road near Mark's Mills. Here he placed his troops in

such a manner as to have them in front, left, and right of

the advancing train. The following engagement lasted about

four hours. Like Poison Spring, it was a complete victory

for the Confederate cavalry, as they captured all 240 wagons

of the supply train. 38

Reinforcements continued to arrive at Price's head-

quarters and this fact, coupled with the disasters at Poison

Spring and Mark's Mills, led Steele to feel that not only was

his position at Camden threatened but the entire Arkansas

River line as well. He decided to fall back to Little Rock

at once. The retreat began on the night of 26 April. The

line of march was along the road to Jenkins' Ferry on the

Saline River via Princeton. Three days later at 2:00 p.m.

Jenkins' Ferry was reached with Kirby Smith in close pursuit.

Steele formed his infantry to protect the southern crossing

as the cavalry, artillery, and baggage train crossed first.3 9

When Kirby Smith realized that Steele had abandoned

Camden during the night of the twenty-sixth, he immediately

took up the pursuit. Steele had gained the slight advantage

he needed. Thus when Fagan attacked the supply train at

Mark's Mills, he was not in position to cut off Steele's

38 Report of Fagan, ibid., pp. 788-789; report of Steele,
Camden, ibid., pp. 665-666.

3 9Report of Steele, Camden, 4 May 1864, ibid., pp. 668-669.
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retreat. When he learned that Steele had left Camden, he

was too far distant to help in the pursuit, and high water

prevented him from crossing the Saline River.4 0

It was not until daylight on the thirtieth that the Con-

federate advance, under Marmaduke, finally made contact with

the enemy. As soon as the infantry was in position, the

attack began.4 1 The nature of the terrain around Jenkins'

Ferry, with swamps and thick woods, made it difficult to

operate large numbers of troops or artillery. As a result,

both commanders had difficulties in deploying their men.4 2

The Confederate attack commenced around 9:00 a.m. As

the attack began, Steele ordered General Carr to proceed to

Little Rock with the cavalry to prevent the enemy from taking

or raiding it while he was still away. The attack on the

south bank was so intense that troops had to be ordered back

across the river to help out the hard-pressed Union forces.

At 10:30 a.m., a second general assault was thrown against

the Union line. It too was beaten back. With the second

attack defeated, Price and Smith decided against another as-

sault and pulled back. Steele left behind his pontoon bridge,

which was destroyed. Steele's forces returned to Little Rock

4 0Report of Fagan, ibid., p. 790.

4lReport of Price, Camden, ibid., p. 782.

42 Ibid.; report of Steele, Camden, 4 May 1864, ibid.,
p. 669.
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on 3 May with hardly anything to show for all of their suf-

fering.4 3 The Confederate forces did not follow due to high

water and their exhausted condition.

The Camden expedition cost Steele considerably in men

and supplies.4 4 The failure of the campaign was probably

linked to poor planning and execution. Neither Banks nor

Steele was in complete command, and both men acted indepen-

dently of each other. There was little information exchanged

before the campaign began. As a result there was little

cooperation between them and bad timing on the movements of

both forces.45 Steele was now bottled up in Little Rock

until he could be resupplied and reinforced. Kirby Smith

could now begin offensive operations; and, most importantly,

Missouri was once again opened to possible invasion.4 6

Although the center of activity in Arkansas was around

Camden for most of the spring, other events of importance

43 Ibid., pp. 669-670.

44 The 3rd Division serves as the best example. At the
beginning of the campaign, it reported 5,127 present for
duty. By 3 May, the division had lost 102 men killed, 601
wounded, and 1,072 missing or thirty-five per cent of its men
were casualties. Strength and organization of the expedi-
tionary forces commanded by Major General Frederick Steele,
31 March 1864, ibid., p. 657; return of casualties in 3rd
Division, 23 March 1864 until 3 May 1864, ibid., p. 692.

4 5Robert L. Kerby, Kirby Smith's Confederacy the Trans-
Mississippi South, 1863-1865 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1972), p. 292.

4 6Albert Castel, General Sterling Price and the Civil
War in the West (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1968), p. 187.
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also occurred. On 15 April, Isaac Murphy, the new governor

of Arkansas, was happy to report to Abraham Lincoln of the

formation of a loyal government in Arkansas. "The vote for

constitution, 12,179; against it 226. For Governor, 12,430.

We ask your sympathy and aid." 4 7 Lincoln was gratified that

so large a vote was recorded for both Murphy and the new

constitution. Lincoln pledged to do what he could to protect

the new government.4 8

Further changes took place in the Union command struc-

ture during and immediately after the Camden Expedition. On

17 April the Indian Territory and Fort Smith were added to

the Department of Arkansas.4 9  In addition to this change,

the Department of Arkansas and the Department of the Gulf

were placed into the new Military Division of West Mississippi

under the command of Major General E. R. S. Canby.5 0

Military action in the rest of Arkansas did not cease

during the Camden Expedition. Numerous guerilla raids and

engagements with small Confederate units took place through-

out Arkansas, in addition to the patrol work of the occupation

4 7 Isaac Murphy to Abraham Lincoln, 15 April 1864, O.R.,
1st ser., 53:593.

4 8Abraham Lincoln to Isaac Murphy, 27 April 1864, ibid.,
p. 594.

4 9Henry W. Halleck to Ulysses S. Grant, 17 April 1864,
ibid., 34, pt. 3:192.

5 0General Orders No. 192, United States War Department,
7 May 1864, ibid., p. 490.
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forces. The most numerous raids occurred in the Jacksonport

area and around Fort Smith.5 1

Following the battle at Jenkins' Ferry, Smith ordered

cavalry detachments under Marmaduke and Shelby east and north

of the Arkansas River to do as much damage as they could.

Marmaduke's command was ordered to proceed to the west bank

of the Mississippi River to attack the transports coming up

the river carrying troops that participated in the Red River

campaign.5 2 General Shelby was sent with his cavalry brigade

to the White River area

with instructions to break up the railroad between
Little Rock and Devall's Bluff, . . . He was also di-
rected to collect and organize the men subject to
conscription, and all absentees from the army to be
found in that section of country, and to prepare them
for operations. . .. 53

Marmaduke's Brigade, under the command of Colonel Colton

Greene, arrived in eastern Arkansas in late May. They im-

mediately set about their task of annoying Union shipping on

the Mississippi River. From 24 May to 6 June, Marmaduke's

5 1 Reports of Colonel William R. Judson of skirmishes at
Roseville, Arkansas, 4-15 April 1864, ibid., pt. 1:860-861;
reports of Colonel Robert R. Livingston of attack on Jackson-
port, 28 April 1864, ibid., pp. 893-8:94; report of Colonel
Robert R. Livingston of expedition from Jacksonport to
Augusta, Arkansas and skirmish near Jacksonport, 25 April
1864, ibid., pp. 899-900.

5 2William R. Boggs to Sterling Price, 17 May 1864,
ibid., pt. 3:828.

53 E. Kirby Smith to Jefferson Davis, 21 November 1864,
ibid., 41, pt. 4:1068.
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Brigade caused considerable havoc all along the Mississippi

River below Helena, Arkansas. They attacked transports and

gunboats on the river as well as eluded forces sent out to

trap or destroy them.5 4

Shelby headed north and crossed the Arkansas River near

Dardanelle by the middle of May. The White River was reached

and crossed on 26 May only twenty miles from Batesville.

Almost from the beginning, Shelby caused havoc among the

Union forces in the area; he operated up and down the White

River valley in May and June, destroying gunboats and cap-

turing or driving off garrison troops. He also began to

gather the draftees and deserters and organize them into camps

of instruction.5 5

Shelby struck several points in north and east Arkansas

in July. The railroad connecting Devall's Bluff and Little

Rock became a target on the fifteenth when Major McDaniel led

the first assault and destroyed a half mile of track and

telegraph line. Later in the month, a second attack destroyed

5 4 Reports of Colonel Colton Greene of operation on the
west bank of the Mississippi River, 6 May-8 June 1864, ibid.,
34, pt. 1:947-953; report of Colonel Colton Greene of engage-
ment at Village Lake, Arkansas, 9 June 1864, ibid., pp. 984-
985.

5 5 Reports of Brigadier General Joseph 0. Shelby of opera-
tions north of Arkansas River, [unavailable] December 1864,
ibid., pp. 926-930; reports of Brigadier General Joseph 0.
Shelby of operations on the White River, Arkansas, 24, 29,
and 30 June 1864, ibid., pp. 1050-1053.
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an additional mile of track. Shelby's men ranged as far as

the "Governor Plantation" below Helena.5 6

After Steele returned to Little Rock in May, it was

hoped his tired troops would be given a rest. Marmaduke and

Shelby saw to it that they did not get a rest. As soon as

the Confederate cavalry crossed the Arkansas River, reports

flowed into the headquarters in Little Rock detailing the

activities of the Confederate cavalry. By the end of May,

Steele was forced to withdraw garrison troops from Batesville

and Jacksonport to Devall's Bluff. This action abandoned

much of north central Arkansas. Shelby took advantage of

this by moving into the area. The vital rail link between

Devall's Bluff and Little Rock had to be protected.5 7 The

rail link was used to carry supplies to Little Rock brought

up the White River by transports. The White River was used

for the transporting of supplies when the Arkansas River

water level fell or this river was threatened by enemy action.

With the activities of the Confederates in Arkansas,

there was once again fear that the rebels were prepared to

invade or make a raid into Missouri. General Halleck in

Washington sent messages to the commanders of the various

5 6 Reports of Brigadier General Joseph 0. Shelby of
operations in Arkansas 1-31 July, 16 and 31 July 1864, ibid.,
41, pt. 1:26-29.

5 7 Frederick Steele to Edward R. S. Canby, 29 May 1864,
ibid., 34, pt. 4:108.
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departments in the west advising them on what to do if the

Arkansas River line was crossed. To Rosecrans in Missouri,

he suggested that if a superior rebel force appeared in

Missouri, he should concentrate his troops at fewer more

valuable localities and protect them.58

General Canby, who now had responsibility for Missouri,5 9

was determined to stop not only Shelby, but also the work of

the rebels along the Mississippi River. He ordered Major

General A. J. Smith and a detachment of the 16th Army Corps

to Arkansas to clean out the rebels along the Mississippi

River.60

The month of June was a dismal month for the Union

troops in Arkansas. Shelby made patrol and garrison duty

extremely hazardous. However, the most important event came

not from the battlefields in Arkansas but from Virginia. The

seige of Petersburg and Richmond began, and Lieutenant

General Grant, who had been placed in general command of the

Union armies, deemed it advisable to stop all unnecessary

offensive actions west of the Mississippi River until the

"rebellion" had been quelled on the east side of the river.

5 8 Henry W. Halleck to William S. Rosecrans, 30 May
1864, ibid., pp. 123-124.

5 9 General Orders No. 203, United States War Department,
27 May 1864, ibid., p. 63.

6 0 Edward R. S. Canby to Andrew J. Smith, 31 May 1864,
ibid., pp. 137-138.
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In Grant's message to Halleck, he noted "I would then direct

Canby to leave Smith unmolested where he is; to make no move

except such as is necessary to protect what he now holds."

He further requested that all the "white" troops Canby could

spare should be sent to join the forces on the east side of

the river.6 1

Halleck relayed Grant's message on to Canby and directed

him to limit his operations to defensive ones, "or such

operations as may be required to hold the positions and lines

of communications you may now occupy." 6 2 Canby complied

with the new directives and began to establish new defensive

lines in his various departments. In late July, he informed

Steele of the new line for Arkansas. Instead of following

the Arkansas River, Canby suggested pulling back from the

river below Little Rock to Devall's Bluff and then down to

the mouth of the White River. Pine Bluff would be abandoned,

and the 4,000 troops stationed there could be transferred to

Little Rock or Devall's Bluff, or they could be kept as a

reserve force to be used against a possible Missouri invasion.6 3

However, Steele did not want to withdraw from Pine Bluff. It

6 1Ulysses S. Grant to Henry W. Halleck, 23 June 1864,
ibid., pp. 514-5135.

6 2Henry W. Halleck to Edward R. S. Canby, 24 June 1864,
ibid., p. 528.

6 3 Edward R. S. Canby to Frederick Steele, 25 July 1864,
ibid., 41, pt. 2:383.
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was needed to protect the flank of the present defensive

line, foraging parties, river traffic on the White and

Arkansas rivers, and the railroad between Little Rock and

Devall's Bluff. For the time being, Pine Bluff remained oc-

cupied.64

After the repulse of the Camden Expedition, Kirby Smith

and his officers began planning other possible operations.

Information began to be gathered as early as May and June

concerning the condition of affairs, supplies that might be

obtained, movements of state militia, prospects for recruiting,

road conditions, and other useful military information about

Missouri.6 5 Price wrote frequently to Kirby Smith urging a

Missouri raid as the best means of aiding the eastern Con-

federacy. In late July he stressed that Missouri could be

easily invaded because it was guarded almost entirely by

state militia, and their loyalty to the Union cause was in

question. Almost all the regular troops had been sent to

the east.6 6 Even Shelby took time from his daring raids to

place his arguments in favor of the raid.

My chief intention in writing this communication to
you is to lay before General Price a few arguments in
favor of making a raid to Missouri and stating to him

6 4 Frederick Steele to Edward R. S. Canby, 8 August 1864,
ibid., pp. 601-602.

6 5William R. Boggs to Sterling Price, 3 June 1864,
ibid., 34, pt. 4:642.

6 6 Sterling Price to E. Kirby Smith, 23 July 1864, ibid.,
41, pt. 2:1023-1024.
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what I know to be true about the fitness of the time,
the favorable circumstances, and the universal desire
of the citizens of Missouri that a Confederate force
should be sent there: *. .. 67

The condition of the Confederacy was in dire straits in

the summer of 1864. Grant and Lee were locked in the bloody

seige around Petersburg and Richmond. Sherman laid seige to

the vital rail junction of Atlanta. In July Canby began

operations directed at taking the seaport of Mobile. The

Confederate command at Richmond was desperate for troops, and,

as always, they looked to the Trans-Mississippi Department

to supply them. On 9 July a message arrived at Kirby Smith's

headquarters to send all available troops across the river.

The troops were needed to stop Canby, who was marching on

Mobile.6 8 If troops could not be sent, then Smith was to try

and create a diversion to relieve the pressure. Then on 22

July, a second message was received, relaying a message from

Jefferson Davis to Kirby Smith. Davis wanted a prompt move-

ment of Lieutenant General Taylor and his infantry corps and

6 7 Joseph 0. Shelby to Joseph F. Belton, 27 July 1864,
ibid., p. 1027.

6 8 Stephen D. Lee to E. Kirby Smith, 9 July 1864, ibid.,
39, pt. 2:696. Robert Kerby felt the victories at Pleasant
Hill, Mansfield, Camden, and Jenkins' Ferry might have mis-
led Braxton Bragg and the Confederate command to believe
that the Trans-Mississippi had a surplus of soldiers that
could be used elsewhere. Kerby, p. 325
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any other infantry troops that could be spared across the

Mississippi River.6 9

Kirby Smith weighed the alternatives and decided the

best means of aiding the garrison at Mobile and the eastern

Confederacy was not a move against New Orleans, as some sug-

gested, or a wholesale abandonment of the Trans-Mississippi

Department. It was, rather, a move into Missouri. However,

Taylor did cross the Mississippi River with his infantry

corps on 24 July. On 4 August "instructions were given

General Price to move with the cavalry of his command into

Missouri. "70

To facilitate the preparations for the Missouri raid,

Price was relieved as commander of the District of Arkansas,

and Major General John Bankhead Magruder was named as his

replacement.7 1 Price received his orders the same day to

begin preparations for the raid and "make Saint Louis the

objective point of your movement, . . ." General Shelby was

instructed to have his command, including the recruits he had

gathered during the summer, ready for movement by 20 August.7 2

6 9 Stephen D. Lee to St. John R. Liddell conveying Brax-
ton Bragg to Stephen D. Lee, 22 July 1864, O.R., 1st ser., 39,
pt. 2:721.

70E. Kirby Smith to Jefferson Davis, 21 November 1864,
ibid., 41, pt. 4:1068-1069.

7 1 General Orders No. 60, Trans-Mississippi Department,
4 August 1864, ibid., pt. 2:1039.

7 2William R. Boggs to Sterling Price, 4 August 1864,
ibid., pp. 1040-1041.
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At the beginning of August, the Union command organized

an expedition they believed would rid them of Shelby. As-

sembled-atLittle Rock under the command of Brigadier General

J. R. West, it left on 6 August with over 3,000 cavalry

troops and artillery to "proceed with all the available

cavalry of the district in pursuit of the enemy, reported to

be on Little Red River, and pursue them until they are cap-

tured or dispersed." West tried to carry out his orders;

however, Shelby eluded him. Several small engagements oc-

curred near Devall's Bluff at Hickory Plains and Bull Bayou

on the seventh, at Hatch's Ferry on the ninth, near Augusta

on the tenth, and finally near Searcy on the thirteenth.

Shelby managed to escape, although for the time being he was

forced east of the White River. The Federal expedition re-

turned to Little Rock on 16 August.7 3

The movement Shelby planned to use to aid Price's Mis-

souri raid was against the railroad between Devall's Bluff

and Little Rock. He left from Jacksonport and marched to

within twenty-four miles of Little Rock on 24 August. He

then crossed the Big Cypress on the bridge near Austin. He

proceeded to the prairie, six miles from Devall's Bluff,

where he surprised the 54th Illinois Infantry posted at

7 3Report of Brigadier General Joseph R. West of expedi-
tion from Little Rock to Little Red River, Arkansas, with
skirmishes at Hickory Plains and Bull Bayou, at Hatch's
Ferry, near Augusta, and near Searcy, 14 October 1864, ibid.,
pt. 1:223-224.
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Ashley's Station No. 1. The surprise was complete, and he

captured 150 prisoners, 200 small arms, and supplies. Shelby

proceeded to march up the railroad towards Little Rock. He

attacked and destroyed in quick order Stations Nos. 2 and 3,

collecting additional prisoners. Stations Nos. 4 and 5 held

out only a little longer and were also destroyed. After

Station No. 5 was destroyed, an enemy force approached from

both Devall's Bluff and Little Rock. Shelby retired towards

Austin and chose a good position from which he drove the pur-

suing forces off. Shelby's 2,500 men did considerable damage

in their single day's work. They captured 577 prisoners;

they killed and wounded 200 men; they destroyed 10 miles of

track and telegraph lines, 20 hay machines, and 5 forts. In

addition to the destruction caused, they captured 500 stands

of arms. Shelby's forces lost only 173 killed and wounded.7 4

Price assumed command of the Missouri raid forces on 29

August near Princeton, Arkansas. They started out in the

direction of Little Rock and then proceeded north. Almost

from the beginning, Price's main problem was speed. His

movement was too slow, and any chance for success rested on

that point. Often, the force covered less than twenty miles

a day which was a slow pace even for infantry. Price and

Shelby united on 13 September near Powhatan, Arkansas. They

7 4 Report of Brigadier General Joseph 0. Shelby of action
near Devall's Bluff, Arkansas, 30 August 1864, ibid., pp. 286-
288.
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crossed the state line into Missouri on 19 September with

12,000 men and 4 pieces of artillery. Only 8,000 men were

armed. The remainder were to be armed from captured weapons.

It was a long, costly march for Price and his men. It would

be nearly three months before they returned. St. Louis was

quickly forgotten. The movement was too slow, and the Federal

militia was alerted.75

After Price attacked Fredericktown, Missouri, the columns

turned north to the Missouri River. Numerous engagements

were fought, and eventually they drew near Kansas City. From

Kansas City the long, slow, and painful retreat began through

Missouri and Kansas. The Federal command gathered troops

under Rosecrans in Missouri and Samuel Curtis in Kansas in

their efforts to trap Price. On the retreat south in Kansas

near the Little Osage River, the daring cavalry commander,

John S. Marmaduke, was captured on 25 October. This further

demoralized the men. The Arkansas state line was crossed on

31 October with generals Curtis and Blunt in pursuit. Only

one small encounter took place near Cane Hill on 3-4 Novem-

ber. Price decided against crossing the Arkansas River

between Little Rock and Fort Smith. There was little or no

forage available between Cane Hill and Camden, and there

was the threat of a Union force coming from either location

7 5 Reports of Major General Sterling Price of Missouri
Expedition, 28 December 1864, ibid., pp. 625-627.
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to disrupt his crossing. Instead, he headed his forces west

to the Indian Territory where his badly crippled forces were

able to acquire supplies and rest. Price's command recrossed

into Arkansas near Layveport on 2 December.7 6

Price summed up the accomplishments of his expedition

as follows:

I marched 1,434 miles; fought forty-three battles and
skirmishes; captured and paroled over 3,000 Federal
officers and men; captured 18 pieces of artillery,
3,000 stand of small-arms, 16 stand of colors that
were brought out by me. . . . I destroyed miles upon
miles of railroad, . . . On the other hand, I lost
10 pieces of artillery, 2 stand of colors, 1,000
small-arms, while I do not think I lost 1,000 pris-
oners, . . .77

Albert Castel offered a fairer assessment of Price's per-

formance.

From a strategic standpoint the most that can be
properly claimed for Price's thrust into Missouri
is that it employed troops who otherwise would have
stood idle, . . . , it was the only practical military
option open to the Trans-Mississippi Department; and
that it alarmed and embarrassed the Federals in
Arkansas, Missouri, and Kansas.7 8

John Edwards, who participated in the raid, had harsh words

for Price when he commented on Price's abilities as a cavalry

commander.

General Price's unfitness as a cavalry commander was
painfully and fearfully exhibited on the raid . . .
he was entirely too slow, too inexperienced, too

7 6 Ibid., pp. 627-639.

7 7 Ibid., p. 640

7 8 Castel, p. 252.
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cautious, and too lymphatic to handle thoroughly a
numerous array of horsemen.79

During Price's Missouri raid, Steele did little except

worry about the safety of Little Rock. Although Price moved

at a slow pace and left troops at Dardanelle, in between

Little Rock and Fort Smith, Steele did little to stop his

movement either going north or south. He became convinced

that Magruder would move against him with all the resources

possessed by Kirby Smith.

When Price moved north and the danger became apparent,

Steele was reinforced with 16,000 men to secure the Arkansas

River line.8 0 In October, Steele carried out reconnaissance

into Confederate Arkansas and learned that Little Rock was

not in immediate danger. The country between Little Rock

and the Confederate stronghold of Camden was clear except for

pickets and patrols.81 Steele, however, still did not move

from Little Rock for fear that the city might be lost while

its defenders were away.

While Price was in Missouri, Magruder occupied himself

by annoying Steele in Little Rock with constant probes of

the Arkansas River line. However, as the reinforcements were

7 9Edwards, p. 465.

80Edward R. S. Canby to Henry W. Halleck, 17 September
1864, O.R., 1st ser., 41, pt. 3:220.

8 lFrederick Steele to Edward R. S. Canby, 13 October
1864, ibid., pp. 829-830.
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sent to Steele, Magruder became convinced that the Union com-

mander had overwhelming numbers and was about to move on him.82

Several large scale movements against Little Rock as a diver-

sion in favor of Price were discussed in October and November.

When Price's defeated and demoralized troops returned from

Missouri, the supplies necessary for such a move were needed

for these men. The diversions were no longer needed and were

not carried out.8 3

As the year ended, the Union command began to question

Fort Smith's value as an outpost. Constant communications

went back and forth in November and December concerning this

point. General Canby proposed on 16 November to abandon the

fort.8 4 Steele, however, adamantly objected and stressed

that it was strongly fortified at great expense. He reas-

sured Canby that it could be held and was necessary to cover

the flank of the department. Further, it would be a breach

of good faith to the loyal citizens of northwest Arkansas and

Indian Territory to abandon the fort. The enemy would be

able to seize it and prepare raids into other loyal areas.

8 2 John B. Magruder to William R. Boggs, 9 October 1864,
ibid., pp. 991-992.

8 3John B. Magruder to E. Kirby Smith, 12 October 1864,
ibid., pp. 1003-1005; E. Kirby Smith to Samuel B. Maxey, 4
November 1864, ibid., pt. 4:1028-1029.

8 4 Edward R. S. Canby to Frederick Steele, 16 November
1864, ibid., p. 582.
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Finally, if Fort Smith were abandoned, then Fort Gibson in

the Indian Territory would also have to be evacuated.85

In December, orders were issued to Steele for the aban-

donment of Fort Smith. The troops and supplies stationed

there should be moved to Little Rock.8 6 However, this was

not the last word on the matter. In late December, General

Grant decided that if Fort Smith could be supplied by the

Arkansas River, then it should continue to be held.8 7

There were also two changes in departmental commanders.

In Arkansas, Steele was replaced by Major General Joseph J.

Reynolds.8 8  In the Department of the Missouri, there was yet

another change in command. Major General Grenville M. Dodge

replaced William S. Rosecrans.89

Little action took place in December, except for cavalry

and guerilla raids and patrol missions by both sides. For

the most part the war was over in the Trans-Mississippi

8 5 Frederick Steele to Joseph J. Reynolds, 24 November
1864, ibid., pp. 665-666. Reynolds was in temporary com-
mand of the Military Division of West Mississippi after
Canby was wounded. Special Orders No. 400, United States
War Department, 16 November 1864, ibid., p. 580.

8 6Christian T. Christensen to Frederick Steele, 5 De-
cember 1864, ibid., p. 768.

8 7Henry W. Halleck to Joseph J. Reynolds, 30 December
1864, ibid., p. 964.

8 8 General Orders No. 290, United States War Department,
29 November 1864, ibid., p. 711.

89 General Orders No. 294, United States War Department,
2 December 1864, ibid., p. 744.
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Department when Price returned from Missouri. However, many

Confederate units and commanders were not ready to surrender.

For them the war continued.



CHAPTER V

SURRENDER AND THE END OF THE WAR

In January 1865, a difficult situation faced Kirby

Smith. Although his forces had triumphed in the spring of

1864 by stopping the Red River and Camden expeditions, the

summer and fall brought only defeat. Price's Missouri raid

resulted in a severe loss of men and material. As the Con-

federacy crumbled east of the Mississippi River, Kirby Smith

was forced to face alone more and more Union troops.

Arkansas historian David Thomas argued that the war in

Arkansas ended with the Camden Campaign in Arpil of 1864.1

However, many months of action remained to be waged within

the state. The Federal dispute over the proposed evacuation

of Fort Smith continued in January. Major General Joseph J.

Reynolds reported to General Halleck that it was impractica-

ble to try to supply a garrison at Fort Smith via the Arkansas

River. He proposed to make Lewisburg the western post of

the Arkansas Department.2 Halleck responded that General

1David Y. Thomas, Arkansas in War and Reconstruction,
1861-1874 (Little Rock: CentraliPrinting Company, 1926),
pp. 301-302.

2Joseph J. Reynolds to Henry W. Halleck, 6 January 1865,
R. N. Scott et al., eds., War of the Rebellion: a Compila-
tion of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies, 130 vols. (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1880-1901), 1st ser., 48, pt. 1:428 (hereafter cited as O.R.).

124
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Grant ordered that Fort Smith and adjacent posts should not

be evacuated so long as they could be supplied. He further

directed that if they were already abandoned, they should

be reoccupied as early as supplies could be sent.3

Kirby Smith and his officers were aware of the situation

at Fort Smith. Plans were discussed as to whether or not

they should reoccupy this former Confederate post when and

if the northern forces pulled out. General Magruder in Arkan-

sas felt regular troops should not be sent to occupy the post

because it would be too difficult to supply them. Instead

he suggested that a portion of General Maxey's Indians and

some white troops raised in the area could occupy the fort.4

The Union command had already ended this problem for Magruder

and Smith. On 12 January, Reynolds relayed Grant's directive

to Major General John Thayer to reoccupy Fort Smith.5

To resupply Fort Smith, transports would have to ascend

the Arkansas River from Little Rock. However, on 1 January

scouts reported to Colonel Abraham H. Ryan at Lewisburg

that Confederate troops were at Dardanelle and Beatty's Mill

near Petit Jean Creek. On the tenth the southerners were

3Henry W. Halleck to commanding officer, 10 January
1865, ibid., p. 473. See also Ulysses S. Grant to Henry W.
Halleck, 1 January 1865, ibid., p. 391.

4 John B. Magruder to William R. Boggs, 17 January 1865,
ibid., pp. 1333-1334.

5 Joseph J. Reynolds to Abraham H. Ryan, 12 January 1865,
ibid., p. 496.
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seen to be moving on Perryville. They attempted to move to

the Arkansas River between Lewisburg and Little Rock in

order to prevent the transports' passage to Fort Smith.

The Confederates were unable to complete their movement to

Perryville because the overflow of Fourche la Fave blocked

their passage. Ryan continually sent out troops to intercept

the Confederate raiders. On the fourteenth Ryan's troops

reoccupied Dardanelle. After the transports passed Dardanelle,

the southerners attacked the city at 2:00 p.m. They were

driven off; but they continued to try to attack the trans-

ports. On the seventeenth they finally managed to intercept

and attack the fleet near Ivey's Ford above Dardanelle.

They captured and destroyed the steamer Chippewa and placed

in danger the remainder of the transports. Ryan received

this news and ordered additional troops forward. These

troops were able to drive off the raiders and secure a safe

passage for the fleet. On 27 January Dardanelle was evacuated

after the fleet had passed and returned to Little Rock.6

Throughout Arkansas most of the action in the winter

months of 1865 involved patrols, scouts, and encounters be-

tween guerilla units and the Union cavalry. The Union

commanders attempted to rid their respective areas of these

guerilla units. At the same time, scouting expeditions were

6 Report of Colonel Abraham H. Ryan of operations in
Arkansas, including action at Dardanelle, Ivey's Ford, and
skirmish at Bogg's Mills, 27 January 1865, ibid., pp. 11-13.
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sent across the Arkansas River to gather information con-

cerning the strength of the rebel positions in southwest

Arkansas.7

In February Reynolds felt it was necessary to realign

his troops for the defense of Arkansas. This was needed

because General Canby, the commander of the Military Division

of West Mississippi, had requested 3,000 men be transferred

from Arkansas for operations around Mobile, Alabama.8 Reynolds

decided that Little Rock, Pine Bluff, Saint Charles, Browns-

ville, Devall's Bluff, Lewisburg, and the mouth of the White

River should be the garrisoned posts in Arkansas. Reynolds

still wanted to transfer the troops stationed at Fort Smith,

but his plan to abandon Fort Smith was not approved. In

addition to these changes, Reynolds was able to send General

7See report of Captain John W. Toppass of expedition
from Pine Bluff, Arkansas, 11 January 1865, ibid., p. 24;
report of Captain William L. Fenex of affair near Sugar Loaf
Prairie, Arkansas, 17 January 1865, ibid., p. 37; report of
Colonel Washington F. Geiger of expedition from Brownsville
to Augusta, Arkansas, 29 January 1865, ibid., pp. 21-23;
report of Brigadier General Eugene A. Carr of scout from
Pine Bluff towards Camden and Monticello, Arkansas, with
skirmishes, 31 January 1865, ibid., pp. 64-65; report of
Captain John H. Norris of scout from Pine Bluff to Devall's
Bluff with skirmishes, 20 February 1865, ibid., pp. 105-106.

8 Christian F. Christensen to Joseph J. Reynolds, 21
January 1865, ibid., p. 603.
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Canby the 3,000 men.9 These troop dispositions were approved

by Grant.10

John Magruder also made troop dispositions in Confed-

erate Arkansas. He stationed troops near Pine Bluff to

interfere with the Arkansas River traffic and on the Arkan-

sas River above Little Rock to interfere with traffic going

to Fort Smith. He also made plans to send General Joseph 0.

Shelby with 1,500 men north of the Arkansas River to gather

troops and annoy the enemy.1 1 Only three days later Magruder

sent additional correspondence to Shreveport. He thought it

would be better if General Shelby was not sent north of the

river. He had learned that Reynolds had received additional

cavalry forces, and Shelby might be needed south of the

river. He feared Reynolds would use these cavalry forces for

a move against southwest Arkansas. Instead, he felt General

Jeff Thompson should be sent north of the river to withdraw

"Colonel Tyler and his command from north of the Arkansas."1 2

On 24 February Magruder received communications from Shreve-

port which directed "if it be practicable to cross the troops

9Joseph J. Reynolds to Henry W. Halleck, 8 February
1865, ibid., p. 776.

10 Henry W. Halleck to Joseph J. Reynolds, 15 February
1865, ibid., p. 856.

llJohn B. Magruder to William R. Boggs, 14 January
1865, ibid., p. 1330.

1 2 John B. Magruder to William R. Boggs, 17 January
1865, ibid., p. 1334.
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from the Northern Sub-District of Arkansas to the east side

of the Mississippi, the commanding general directs you to

order it to be done immediately." It was further ordered

that Magruder should "take measures" to bring all the

troops that remained in northern Arkansas south of the Arkan-

sas River line.1 3 These troops, however, remained in northern

Arkansas until the end of the war.

In March further changes were made in the Union command

structure. Grant believed it would be better to move the

states of Arkansas, Missouri, and Kansas into a single mili-

tary division under one commander. With the three states

combined, forces could be concentrated, and an operation could

be mounted to drive the Confederate forces in southwest

Arkansas back to the Red River.1 4 The Military Division of

the Missouri had already been created, and in March the

state of Arkansas and the Indian Territory were added.15

Grant wrote to General Pope and suggested that he con-

centrate his forces to move against the Confederates in

1 3 Joseph F. Belton to John B. Magruder, 24 February
1865, ibid., p. 1402.

1 4 Ulysses S. Grant to Henry W. Halleck, 20 March 1865,
ibid., p. 1216.

1 5 General Orders No. 44, United States War Department,
21 March 1865, ibid., p. 1225. In January 1865 the depart-
ments of Kansas and Missouri had been joined into a single
command and included in the new Military Division of the
Missouri. This military division included the departments
of Missouri and the Northwest under the command of Major
General John Pope. General Orders No. 11, United States
War Department, 30 January 1865, ibid., p. 686.
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southwest Arkansas or at least to prevent them moving north.16

Pope inspected his new military division and reported back

to Grant on the state of affairs and on his proposed move-

ments. He found only 17,000 effective men in Arkansas. Of

these 7,000 were cavalry troops, and nearly all of them were

dismounted. General Canby had taken a great many horses out

of the department for use in the Mobile seige. Pope stated

that if he were to move forward the forces would have to

come mainly from Arkansas. For the moment the forces in

Arkansas would be "sufficient for defensive purposes, and to

cover the states of Kansas and Missouri from any invasion,"

only if horses were sent to remount the cavalry. Neverthe-

less, Pope did submit a plan of operations. He proposed

to move in three columns from the Arkansas River toward
the Red River below Fort Towson, and cross at a point
northeast of Clarksville, Tex., the main column to move
from Little Rock, the other two from Dardanelle and
Fort Smith.

He also planned another movement in the Indian Territory.

The only problems with the proposed expedition were he needed

an additional 30,000 men and he could not start before 1

June.17After receiving reports of the absence of horses in

1 6Ulysses S. Grant to John Pope, 21 March 1865, ibid.,
p. 1228.

17 John Pope to Ulysses S. Grant, 12 April 1865, ibid.,
pt. 2:50-53.
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the Arkansas Department, efforts were made to resupply them

with Canadian horses in mid April.' 8

Kirby Smith also began to rearrange his forces. He

withdrew troops from Arkansas and reassigned them to Louisi-

ana because of Union movements against Monroe, Louisiana.1 9

As always, Kirby Smith had a surplus of mounted troops and

a lack of infantry troops. Following Price's Missouri raid,

Kirby Smith began to dismount a majority of the cavalry

troops to serve as infantry. The failure of Price's Missouri

raid gave evidence that such raids were no longer feasible

without risking a high rate of casualties and failure.

Secondly, he had a surplus of mounted troops.20 In addition

to the troop changes, the districts of West Louisiana and

Arkansas were combined into a single district designated the

District of Arkansas and West Louisiana with Lieutenant

General Simon B. Buckner as the commander.2 1 John B. Magruder

1 8See Henry W. Halleck to Ulysses S. Grant, 12 April
1865, ibid., p. 76; Ulysses S. Grant to Henry W. Halleck,
ibid.

1 9 Joseph F. Belton to John B. Magruder, 2 February 1865,
ibid., pt. 1:1363; Joseph F. Belton to John B. Magruder,
6 February 1865, ibid., pp. 1368-1369; William R. Boggs to
John B. Magruder, 22 February 1865, ibid., p. 1397.

2 0 Stephen B. Oates, Confederate Cavalry West of the
River (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1961), p. 155.

2 1 General Orders No. 39, Trans-Mississippi Department,
19 April 1865, O.R., 1st ser., 48, pt. 2:1283.
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was reassigned to command the District of Texas, New Mexico,

and Arizona.2 2

As the war reached its climax in the east, the level of

operations decreased in the Trans-Mississippi Department.

The patrols sent out by the various Union garrison commanders

met fewer and fewer guerilla bands and Confederate units,

and the few units they encountered were also smaller in size.2 3

The war itself was rapidly coming to an end. On 9 April

1865 General Lee met with Grant at Appomattox Courthouse and

the grand Army of Northern Virginia surrendered to the Army

of the Potomac. In North Carolina General Joseph E. Johnston

surrendered to Sherman only a few weeks later. On 1 May

John Pope wrote to his commander and stated that once the

news reached the Red River of the complete surrender east of

the Mississippi River,

2 2 General Orders No. 30, Trans-Mississippi Department,
31 March 1865, ibid., pt. 1:1455.

2 3 See report of Captain John H. Norris of affair near
Pine Bluff, 4 March 1865, ibid., pp. 129-130; report of
Captain Gurnsey W. Davis of expedition from Pine Bluff to
Bass' Plantation, Arkansas, 21 March 1865, ibid., pp. 141-
142; report of Captain John H. Norris of scout from Pine
Bluff to Bayou Bartholomew, Arkansas, 5 April 1865, ibid.,
pp. 162-163; report of Captain Richard C. Custard of skirmish
near Hickory Station, Arkansas, 3 April 1865, ibid., p. 166;
report of Brigadier General Cyruss Bussey of skirmish near
Van Buren, Arkansas, 6 April 1865, ibid., p. 165; report of
Captain Samuel W. Mallory of scout from Pine Bluff to Rodgers'
Plantation with skirmish there, 25 April 1865, ibid., p. 200;
report of Major Harris S. Greeno of scout from Little Rock
to the Saline River, Arkansas, 29 April 1865, ibid., pp. 209-
210.
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I have little doubt they terms of surrender] will -be
accepted . . . I incline strongly to belief that no
campaign west of Mississippi will be necessary, and
would therefore advise that preparations for it be not
hurried.24

Grant replied the same day, stating "you may suspend prepara-

tions for campaign west of the Mississippi for the present.

It Kirby Smith attempts to hold out, a force will be sent to

overrun the whole country west of the Mississippi."2 5

However, Kirby Smith was not ready to quit the fight.

On 21 April he issued a stirring appeal to the soldiers of

the Trans-Mississippi, urging them to continue the fight.

With you rests the hopes of our nation and upon your
action depends the fate of our people. I appeal to
you in the name of the cause you have so heroically
maintained--in the name of your firesides and families
so dear to you--in the name of your bleeding country,
whose future is in your hands. Show that you are
worthy of your position in history.2 6

On 19 April Pope sent Lieutenant Colonel John T. Sprague

to Kirby Smith with the terms of surrender. Sprague arrived

at the mouth of the Red River and sent a messenger to Kirby

Smith requesting a meeting. Smith at first refused to sur-

render, however, and stated that the terms were unacceptable.

Negotiations continued throughout May concerning various

issues including pardons for the Confederates, before Kirby

2 4John Pope to Ulysses S. Grant, 1 May 1865, ibid.,
pt. 2:283.

2 5 Ulysses S. Grant to John Pope, ibid.

2 6Address to soldiers of the Trans-Mississippi Army by
E. Kirby Smith, 21 April 1865, ibid., p. 1284.
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Smith finally agreed to surrender the Trans-Mississippi. On

26 May the terms of surrender were signed by Simon B. Buckner

for Kirby Smith at New Orleans. Later, Smith endorsed the

agreements on 2 June 1865.27

Before the final surrender occurred at New Orleans, in-

dividual commanders started negotiations among themselves.

In April, Reynolds contacted Major General James F. Fagan,

who was the ranking Confederate officer in Arkansas. He

sent General Fagan a copy of the correspondence between Grant

and Lee which detailed the surrender of the Army of Northern

Virginia. He hoped to have Fagan forward this correspondence

on to the other commanders of the Trans-Mississippi. In

addition, Reynolds wanted to discuss the surrender of the

remaining southern troops in Arkansas.2 8 Fagan replied that

he was not ready to surrender.

It is the first instance within my knowledge of a com-
manding officer having been called on to surrender his
army to an invisible enemy. Were it not that I am
satisfied you are obeying the mandates of the Government

2 7 Negotiations for the surrender of the Confederate
forces in the Trans-Mississippi Department commanded by
General E. Kirby Smith, C. S. Army, 19 April-27 May 1865,
ibid., pt. 1:186-194; terms of a military convention entered
into this 26th day of May 1865 at New Orleans, Louisiana be-
tween General E. Kirby Smith, C. S. Army, commanding the
Department of Trans-Mississippi, and Major General E. R. S.
Canby, U. S. Army, commanding the Army and Division of West
Mississippi, for the surrender of the troops and public
property under the control of the military and naval authori-
ty of the Trans-Mississippi Department, ibid., pt. 2:600-602.

2 8 Joseph J. Reynolds to James F. Fagan, 14 April 1865,
ibid., p. 98.
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you serve, and that the proposition did not originate
with you, your communication would have been returned
unanswered.

Echoing the words of Kirby Smith, Fagan added,

Permit me to say in behalf of my troops that when
they lay down their arms it will be after peace has
been restored to their country and when her soil is
rid of the invader, and upon terms which they expect to
have the honor to dictate.2 9

Other Confederate commanders were ready to end the

struggle. Small units like those commanded by captains Hus-

band, Maybery, and- Vaugine near Pine Bluf f communicated their

desire to surrender to Brigadier General Powell Clayton com-

manding at Pine Bluff.3 0 On 11 May Brigadier General M. Jeff

Thompson commanding the Confederate Northern Sub-District of

Arkansas surrendered to General Dodge to prevent further

hardships to the people of Arkansas and his men.3 1

By 24 May, Reynolds was able to report:

Since last report of surrender of detachments of rebel
troops the following have come in: at Brownsville, on
the 20th instant, Captain Reynolds, with twenty men, at
Pine Bluff to the 22d, Captain Maybery, with ten' mren,
and at Devall's Bluff, on the 22d, Captain Raibon, with
twenty-two men. 32

2 9 James F. Fagan to Joseph J. Reynolds, 25 April 1865,
ibid., p. 190.

30Powell Clayton to John Levering, 10 May 1865, ibid.,
p. 384.

3 1 General Orders No. 8, Northern Sub-District of Arkan-
sas, 11 May 1865, ibid., p. 1298.

3 2Joseph J. Reynolds to Joseph McC. Bell, 24 May 1865,
ibid., p. 583.
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By the end of May so many Confederate troops had surrendered

that instructions were sent to the various post commanders

to

accept the paroles of all armed men who may surrender
themselves. . . . It is advised that no paroles from
unarmed men be accepted, as there is a disposition to
hide and retain arms. Paroles 'not to take up arms'
need not be exacted where there are no arms to take
up; and men who secrete weapons should not be furnished
with any evidence of having been recognized as aban-
doning rebellion.33

Although many units had surrendered, some continued to

fight on. Patrol work continued throughout Arkansas. In

mid May Major General Phil Sheridan was assigned the task by

Washington to "restore Texas and . . . Louisiana . . . to

the Union in the shortest practicable time." If the Confed-

erates did not yield during the surrender negotiations,

Sheridan was to receive 25,000 men from Canby and an additional

12,000 men from Reynolds. Sheridan was to use these troops

to clear out the remaining rebel troops in the Trans-

Mississippi.34

Only four engagements occurred in Arkansas in the closing

month of the war. All four resulted from scouting expeditions

sent out from Union garrisons. The last skirmish in Arkansas

took place at Monticello on the twenty-fourth. The skirmish

occurred between a scouting expedition from Pine Bluff and a

3 3 Special Orders No. 129, Department of Arkansas, 31 May
1865, ibid., p. 701.

3 4Ulysses S. Grant to Philip Sheridan, 17 May 1865,
ibid., p. 476.
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small band of rebels in the city. By the next day the entire

band surrendered.35

Even after the terms of surrender were signed, some units

and individuals refused to give up. General Shelby and his

"Iron Brigade" proceeded to go to Mexico. They hoped to

offer their services either as soldiers or as settlers to

Emperor Maximilian or President Juarez. Individuals like

Kirby Smith and Sterling Price also went to Mexico to live.

The unit colors were buried at the border, but life was not

that pleasant south of the border, and most would eventually

return to the Union.36

Perhaps the best assessment of the role of the Trans-

Mississippi in the Confederate cause was given by Albert

Castel.

The plain fact of the matter was that the Confederate
Trans-Mississippi was too isolated and too weak to
inflict significant damage on the Northern enemy or to
influence in any important way the cause of the war.
Price's autumn raid into Missouri was the last military

3 5See report of Captain George W. Suesberry of scout
from Pine Bluff to Noble's Farm, 6 May 1865, ibid., pt. 1:
257; report of Lieutenant Colonel Richard G. Ward of scout
from Little Rock to Bayou Meto and Little Bayou, Arkansas,
12 May 1865, ibid., pp. 258-259; report of Captain John
H. Norris of scout from Pine Bluff to Johnson's Farm, Arkan-
sas, with skirmish on the Monticello Road, 17 May 1865, ibid.,
pp. 272-273; report of Captain John H. Norris of scout from
Pine Bluff to Monticello, Arkansas, with skirmish at Monti-
cello, 27 May 1865, ibid., pp. 289-290.

36 John N. Edwards, Shelby and his Men: or, The War in
the West (Cincinnati: Miami Printing and Publishing Co.,
Print., 1867), pp. 541-542.
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effort of the South in the West. After its failure,
the Trans-Mississippi waited supinely and impotently
for the war to be decided in Virginia.3 7

Therefore it can be argued that Arkansas was not a key state

for the Confederacy. However, it was certainly an important

one for the South to win or lose.

John Edwards in describing Arkansas' role stated "no

state suffered more, bled more freely, exhibited more genu-

ine and self-sacrificing devotion than Arkansas. The battle-

field for both of the contending Governments, she was

lavish of her blood and treasure." 3 8 Arkansas witnessed 167

engagements over the nearly five years of war. In the Trans-

Mississippi only Missouri had more engagements with 244.39

Arkansas became a gateway for both North and South. For

the Confederacy, Arkansas offered a base of operations from

which Missouri and the Indian Territory could be secured.

For the Union, Arkansas in northern hands denied Missouri to

the southern cause and furnished a base for invasion against

Texas and Louisiana. As a result, Arkansas was the central

battlefield for the Trans-Mississippi from March 1862 at Pea

3 7Albert Castel, General Sterling Price and the Civil
War in the West (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1968), p. 255.

3 8 Edwards, p. 537.

3 9Frederick Phisterer, Statistical Record of the Armies
of the United States, The Army in the Civil War, vol. 13
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1885), p. 219.
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Ridge to the fall of 1864 when Price mounted his Missouri

Raid from Arkansas.
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